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Abstract

Keywords

Adaptive features of web-based educational systems bring
substantial advantages for learners. Educational system
instruction is adopted to their individual needs resulting in more efficient learning. Adaptation engine responsible for advanced functionality in the educational system relies on the domain model semantically describing
subject domain. Quantity of domain descriptions and
amount of user-generated data make manual creation and
maintenance of semantic descriptions demanding and almost impossible task. In our work we tackled a problem
of domain model automated acquisition. We proposed
lightweight domain model with respect to acquisition facilitation, together with methods for acquisition of domain model respective parts. We advocate lightweight
semantics as suitable form of domain conceptualization
for adaptive educational system. In order to evaluate the
proposed approach we performed several experiments in
the domain of learning programming. We also present
case study of lightweight domain modeling in Adaptive
LEarning Framework ALEF, which was developed at Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava to support
learning for technology oriented courses.
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1.

Introduction

We witness tremendous increase of information overload
with wide spread of the Web. It negatively affects our
cognitive abilities and effectiveness when solving various
tasks. An important approach to overcome this issue is
adaptation, which reduces amount of delivered information and tailors it to fit the needs of a particular user. This
applies particularly for web-based learning, where adaptive behavior of an educational system results in more
effective learning [1, 24].
Web-based learning is also affected by social- and collaboration-oriented Web 2.0 features such as tagging, rating or
creating own content, which provide a learner with more
competences. Learning experience in such system differs
and the learner is active participant in the learning process rather than passive consumer of delivered instructional units [8].
Adaptivity in an educational system is realized by an
adaptive engine, which utilizes semantic descriptions of
educational content in order to make adaptation decisions. Adaptation adequacy depends on the quality of
semantic descriptions (referred to as metadata; often in a
form of concepts and relationships), residing in a domain
model of a course. Due to the amount of necessary descriptions, metadata initial creation and maintenance is
an extremely difficult task to accomplish manually. The
problem is even worse when considering so-called adaptive
web-based learning 2.0 [19]. Here user-generated content
to be adapted has to be assigned necessary semantics as
well, hence making the task of metadata creation and
maintenance impossible for a human.
In our work we dealt with the problem of automated creation of domain model for adaptive web-based collaborative educational systems. The state-of-the-art approaches
to domain modeling for adaptive web-based educational
systems suffer from obsolete domain model design . There
is no clear distinction between domain conceptualization
and the content of resources being presented in the adaptive web-based system. Resources and domain model are
often tightly coupled that results into the inflexible and
limited adaptation. There also is no explicit support for
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“2.0” features in learning; the increasing importance of a
user (as one of central concepts of Web 2.0 paradigm) is
still not sufficiently reflected into the formal description
of adaptive web-based system’s domain model. In addition, in the field of adaptive web-based systems there is a
limited number of approaches and methods to automatic
creation of domain model or its respective parts.
We aimed to address these problems by supporting automated domain model creation for web-based adaptive social educational systems. In particular, thesis goals were:
• to design and evaluate a domain model addressing the drawbacks of the state-of-the-art approaches
particularly focusing on:
– clear separation between domain conceptualization and content,
– explicit support for modeling “2.0”-based activities such as tagging, annotating, rating, commenting or different forms of collaboration,
– the possibility to automate certain domain model parts creation (while preserving flexible and
adequate adaptation).
• to design and evaluate a method for automated domain model creation:
– leveraging selected methods and techniques of
data mining as well as specifics of educational
content,
– by considering heterogeneous sources of information.
Particularly challenging is development of a proper methodology for domain model evaluation. A “direct” quantitative evaluation is difficult as it is hard to define exact measures that are suitable to assess quality of a domain model
for adaptive web-based learning. On the other hand, evaluation involving real-world users and observing impact of
the proposed domain model-based adaptation on learning
performance is expensive in terms of effort, time and even
finance.

2. Related Work
Domain modeling in adaptive web-based systems can be
conceptually described in a form of reference models or
their parts. The aim of a reference model is to describe an
adaptive web-based system at an abstract level by identifying logical components and relations within. Adaptive
Hypermedia Application Model (AHAM) aims to separate three concerns of adaptive hypermedia: domain, user
and adaptation [25]. When defining the domain model,
it builds on a layer viewing “concepts and concept relationship as a generalization of nodes and links”. AHAM
treats concepts and their content as hypertext nodes and
content of such nodes. The notion of concept is interwoven with the content, which is created to represent the
concept.
Munich Reference Model is a reference model for adaptive
hypermedia applications specified by UML [13]. It is similar to AHAM. Although being described more formally,
it still does not completely handle the separation of conceptual and presentational aspect of adaptive application.
The LAOS reference model defines two models related to

the subject domain: domain model itself and goal and
constraint model [5]. The domain model is based on a
conceptual map with corresponding operations designed
to keep the semantics of course authoring standardized.
LAOS’s biggest contribution is introducing the goal and
constraint model. Although goals were separated from the
domain conceptualization, the domain conceptualization
itself remained coupled with the content.
State-of-the-art approaches to domain modeling of adaptive web-based systems can be characterized by no genuine separation of concerns and limited explicit support
for the social aspects [7].
There is only a small number of approaches to automatic
metadata acquisition in adaptive web-based systems we
are aware of. The authors of My Online Teacher (MOT),
an adaptive web-based system based on reference model
LAOS, developed a method for computing similarity between concepts by calculating correspondence weights between concepts attributes [6]. The idea is based on cooccurrence comparison of keywords representing one concept and overall attribute contents of the other concept.
Sosnovsky et al. aim at automated prerequisite and outcome relationships identification [17]. Based on predefined concept pattern detection, they extract concepts
from learning objects on C programming language. Considering assignments of concepts to learning objects (programming examples) and ordering of learning objects,
they employ simple heuristics to extract prerequisite/outcome relationship between concepts. An interesting example of automated metadata acquisition was performed
in the case of adaptive vocabulary acquisition system ELDIT [2], where methods and techniques of natural language processing were employment in order to create relationships between examples of vocabulary entries and
vocabulary entries. Relationships are created by performing lexical analysis of underlying text content – a core
content of vocabulary already containing examples with
single links to vocabulary entries (word definitions) – and
comparing it with all vocabulary entries.
None of the described approaches to metadata acquisition
is automatic. Although performing machine-supported
intelligent processing of the content, many actions must
be done by a content author manually (creating attributes,
sequencing learning objects, providing initial set of relationship).
There is the overall lack of approaches to knowledge discovery in the domain of adaptive web, however, there are
are works from other areas, which relate here.
The accuracy of state-of-the-art approaches to metadata
acquisition based on content processing decreases along
with a complexity of a task. While accuracy of concept
extraction ranges around 80 to 90 % (e.g., [9, 12]), accuracy of hierarchical relationship discovery decreases to
40-60 % (e.g., [3, 10]). Accuracy of non-hierarchical relationships discovery is even lower: 10-20 % (e.g., [15]).
It is important to note that there is no uniform methodology involved. Thus, an accuracy of metadata acquisition methods cannot be quantitatively compared. In
addition, many approaches use different data sets and
different measures, making comparison even more complicated. The presented numbers represent rather an ap-
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proximated overview of methods’ accuracy and reveal to
what extent results differ from expectations defined by
domain experts.

3. Lightweight Domain Modeling for Adaptive
Collaborative Web-Based Learning
We can view an abstraction of the core concept of the
adaptive educational system resulting from Web 2.0-induced paradigm shift in learning as depicted on Figure 1.
Users (both teachers and students) do not only access the
resources (e.g., learning content, annotations), but they
are also able to modify them or even create new content. Resources are described with (conceptual) metadata, which are utilized to deliver advanced features supporting learning, interaction and collaboration in the educational system.

Figure 2: Domain model layers: metadata layer
over designate layer. Resource instances are not
a part of domain model (solid line).

We take advantage from multilayer design that explicitly
differentiates between resources, their abstractions and
semantic descriptions.
Domain model consists of designate layer and metadata
layer (see Figure 2). It represents a conceptual abstraction over resource instances that are created and modified
by content creators. We distinguish dual representation
of resources: resource instances and resource designates:

Figure 1: An abstract view of the core concept of
adaptive web-based learning 2.0: users create and
access resources that are described by metadata.

• resource instance – a low level representation (e.g.,
XML, DocBook) of a resource that is detached from
a conceptualization. It allows for easy authoring,
maintenance and supports re-usability of the content. In fact, resource instances are not a part of
domain model.

The core responsibilities of a domain model in an adaptive web-based system reside in forming a base for user
model and serving adaptation engine for making decisions. This applies for adaptive educational web-based
systems as well.

• resource designate – an abstraction of a resource
residing in a domain model. It contains metadata
about resources and relationships to other domain
elements. It contains all information, which is relevant for adaptation decisions. It is independent of
the actual content representation.

User model in majority of state-of-the-art overlays a domain model and, basically, it estimates knowledge of a
user related to particular domain model knowledge elements (metadata). Based on the user model, an adaptation engine reviews current user knowledge and based
on the domain model it derives a set of domain knowledge elements that suits users needs. An adapted form
of learning experience is delivered to a user. The core
responsibilities point to the fact that it is important to
have a domain described in an adequate detail as the accuracy of users’ knowledge estimation reflects in quality
of adaptation.
Besides providing fundamental functionality, our aim is
to cope with the current challenges in adaptive social
web-based learning 2.0 by designing a domain model for
adaptive educational systems that meets the requirements
of emerging social collaborative learning related to both
learning flow and collaborating/creating flow of activities,
while still addressing “legacy” issues.

3.1

Lightweight Domain Model Overview

We leverage so-called lightweight semantics and proposed
lightweight domain model for adaptive web-based educational system. The basic idea is that resources are described by terms that are relevant for a domain. Relationships between terms and their associations to resources
constitute core domain conceptualization that forms basis for user modeling and is utilized by adaptation engine.

Our approach supports the notion of reusability and extendability in terms of content resource’s lower level representation.
Designate layer covers learning objects, user-generated
annotations and creators abstractions.
A basic component for education delivery is a learning
object. For learning object we adopt a broader definition
by IEEE, which defines a learning object as “any entity,
digital or non-digital, that may be used for learning, education or training” [11]. The proposed domain model
allows to define different types of learning objects to handle different learning activities. For instance, the student
can learn a necessary topic from explanations and practice
the acquired knowledge using exercises. Learning content
extendability results in different forms of interaction supported by the model. Different forms of interaction within
one system are aimed to improve student’s learning experience and learning outcome.
In the age of ubiquitous Web 2.0, a user – learner – gains
a central role and participates in content creation or modification. In a collaborative learning environment a new
type of resource element emerges: a user-generated annotation. User-generated annotation we see as fundamental
mean of collaboration that facilitates learning by allowing to create and share content (e.g., posting a comment
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on learning object), organize knowledge (e.g., using tags),
or interact with the system and communicate with peers
(discussing particular topic). Annotations are created by
different users and it is important to track authorship of
annotations as their quality or usefulness for learning may
differ.
Creator designates represent authors of resources. Besides
teachers and domain experts that typically create learning content we also consider learners, who contribute annotations to the content. Learner creator designates are
not an integral part of learners’ users models. In fact,
the overlap of creators and learners may be theoretically
very low as learners are not forced to contribute content.
However, learners associations with annotations can be
useful for user model update and maintenance. In addition to human content creators we also consider artificial
ones. Basically, they are methods for automatic domain
model creation that can create metadata for learning resources and annotations as well as relationships between
metadata entities. The creator designate entities are important part of domain model as they enable to recognize
quantitative characteristics of resources produced by different authors (e.g., by differently performing learners or
a generation method used with specified confidence of correctness).
Metadata layer is formed by relevant domain terms – easily creatable descriptions that are connected with particular domain topics. It is important to note that relevant
domain terms do not represent concepts in strict ontological definition, cf. [4]. They rather represent lexical
reference to concepts, which form domain model (unlike
relevant domain terms, concepts are not explicit).
Elements in domain model are interconnected via various types of relationships that represent various forms of
relatedness between resources, between relevant domain
terms and between resources and relevant domain terms.
Similarly to domain elements, also domain relationships
are associated with a creator – either a human or artificial
author.
The proposed domain model meets the following requirements of the adaptive collaborative web-based learning
2.0:
• it clearly separates between domain conceptualization and content,
• it is extendable and allows to define new types of
content,
• it comprises explicit support for modeling 2.0-based
activities such as tagging, annotating, rating, commenting or different forms of collaboration,
• by design it facilitates own parts creation automation (while preserving adequate adaptation).
Proposed domain model is not restricted neither to predefined types of domain elements nor relationship between
them. The goal of multilayer design is to separate metadata and resources, which reflects into ability to easily
define new types on entities that makes domain model
extendable and suitable for dynamic changes in an educational system triggered by the need to continually im-

prove user experience by supporting learning with new
forms of interaction and collaboration.

3.2

Adaptive LEarning Framework – ALEF

We have developed Adaptive LEarning Framework ALEF
as a platform for general-purpose adaptive social webbased learning [19]. The proposed lightweight domain
model forms one of the three fundamental pillars of the
framework, which comprise:
• extensible personalization and course adaptation,
• student active participation in learning process, and
• lightweight domain modeling.
By developing Adaptive Learning Framework ALEF (see
Figure 3) we showed that the proposed domain model
is capable to describe and conceptualize underlying domain to be involved in adaptive collaborative learning. In
ALEF we
• adopted the proposed domain model in order to support learning of technology oriented courses, which
are delivered with personalized course navigation
support via learning object recommendation,
• incorporated user-generated annotations into education process to support collaborative learning.
To support learning of technology oriented educational
courses, we extended the proposed domain model with
specific types of resources, metadata and relationships:
• we employed three different types of learning objects: explanation, excercise and question to cover
different types of learning activities each providing
a different level of interactivity for a learner
• we defined relationship subsumed-by allowing us to
arrange learning objects to hierarchical book-like
structure
• we defined three types of relationships between relevant domain terms: relatedness relationship to interconnect paradigmatically similar relevant domain
terms, is-a relationship to define hierarchical structure between relevant domain terms, and prerequisite relationship to define partial ordering of concepts to be learned represented by relevant domain
terms.
We used such domain model and created four adaptive
courses: Functional programming, Logic programming,
Procedural programming and Software engineering. The
courses contain 1,352 learning objects, 1,180 relevant domain terms and 8,844 relationships (either between relevant domain terms or between learning objects and relevant domain terms) to date.
On the top of the defined domain model, an adaptive engine was devised by Michlı́k and Bieliková focusing on recommendation of exercises for limited time learning [16].
The method for exercise recommendation considered various criteria, three of them particularly rooted directly or
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Figure 3: Screenshot of adaptive learning framework ALEF (In Slovak). It is divided to three vertical
parts (left to right): (i) navigational part containing learning objects recommendations (1) and learning
objects hierarchical menu (2); (ii) educational content containing selected learning object (3) eventually
with user-generated annotations; and (iii) learning and collaboration supporting widgets: system activity
score (4), error reporter (5), tagger (6) and external resource inserter (7).

indirectly in the domain model: conceptual appropriateness of an exercise for a learner, exercise difficulty, last
access to an exercise by the learner.
In order to support collaboration during learning, which
facilitates learning by creating content and sharing knowledge and we believe it also positively affects motivation,
we devised annotation framework in ALEF. We see a usergenerated annotation as fundamental mean of collaboration in an educational system. We devised the annotation framework to allow ALEF developers to define new
annotation types by extending the domain model, creating necessary user interface and providing the logic for
annotation processing.
We take advantage of the proposed domain model and
we defined new annotation types as extension of annotation designates together with relationship between resource designates:
• tag – a term assigned to a selected part of the content,
• (learner) question – a question provided by a learner
aimed to assess other learners on particular topic,
• error report – a short message describing a content
error or inconsistency discovered during learning,
• comment – an arbitrary textual remark or note related to a content,
• external resource – an external resource identified
by URI relevant to a content.
• annotates relationship – it associates an annotation
with a resource’s content.

Together with various annotation types we designed and
implemented collaborative adaptive content creator components – annotation widgets – representing a user interface for creating, accessing and processing annotations.
The created annotation widgets include tagger, question
inserter and presenter, commentator, error reporter, external resource inserter. An example of the widgets are
depicted on Figure 3.
We evaluated the proposed approach in a domain of learning programming. Due to the extensivity and complexity of the framework, we have not evaluated all aspects
related to collaboration and learning content quality improvement based on annotations. However, we conducted
two experiments and showed that [20]:
• learner question creation stimulates collaboration
and course content enrichment;
• error reporter improves the quality of the learning
content by revealing relevant errors in the content.

4. Automated Domain Model Acquisition
Automated domain modeling is aimed to reduce teacher’s
effort in providing (a huge number) of semantic description necessary for adaptation. It particularly is very important in dynamic learning environments, where usergenerated content emerges often and there is a need to
provide it with semantic descriptions.
When devising method for automated acquisition of domain model for adaptive learning, we considered specifics
of educational domain such as small size of underlying
text corpora; specificity of content, which is educational;
specificity of language, which is typically explanatory; and
presence of user-generated content.
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We propose a method for automated domain acquisition
coping with described specifics. In general, the method is
based on statistical and linguistic processing of underlying resources created by teachers and eventually also by
learners. The goal of the proposed method is automated
acquisition of domain model, i.e., identification of relevant domain terms for underlying resources and creation
of relationships between them.

• relatedness relationship – paradigmatic similarity between terms, the most elemental form of a relationship between relevant domain terms representing
lightweight semantics,

The method consists of the following major steps (see
Figure 4):

We consider relatedness relationship as the most elemental form of relationship between relevant domain terms.
Relatedness-based conceptualization of domain elements
draws a basic structure of a domain. Based on such structure, a fundamental reasoning can be performed, which
can result e.g., into recommendation of similar learning
objects (described by “close” relevant domain terms).

1. resource preprocessing,
2. relevant domain term identification,
3. relationship discovery,
4. domain model finalization.
In the first step, resource representation for further processing is prepared. The learning objects are analyzed,
natural language pipeline is applied and extended vector representation is composed. In the second step we
identify the most relevant terms for each learning object
representation and create resource designate-term associations. Relationship discovery step is crucial for the
whole method success. We perform graph, linguistic and
statistical analysis to discover two types of relationships:
relatedness and is-a relationships. The fourth (optional)
step of the method is domain model finalization, where a
teacher eventually modifies a created course according to
his needs.
The method greatly benefits from lightweight semantic
modeling and term-based skeleton of proposed domain
model.

4.1

Relevant Domain Terms Identification

In this step we identify relevant domain terms that are
suitable descriptors representing lightweight semantics.
We build on preceding preprocessing of learning objects
and user-generated annotations (if available). The process of relevant domain terms identification for learning
objects and user-generated annotations slightly differs.
When processing learning objects, we extract frequently
occurring terms. We adjust weights of terms by analyzing learning object formatting and increase relevance of
terms according to their importance induced from formatting. When processing user-generated annotations we apply different techniques specific for different types of annotations. For example, we process user comments in a
similar manner as learning objects and follow the whole
natural language pipeline, whereas tags we only lemmatize. An important step in social annotations processing
is filtering content that is irrelevant from domain conceptualization perspective.

4.2

Relationship Discovery

In this step we discover relationships between relevant
domain terms already associated with learning objects.
Our aim is to create relationships both quantitatively and
qualitatively enough to enable adaptation in an educational system. We consider two types of relationships:

• is-a relationship – hypo-/hypernymical relationship
between relevant domain terms representing that
one term is semantically subsumed by another term.

In order to create relatedness relationships we proposed
three different methods [21]:
• vector-based approach,
• spreading activation, and
• node centrality analysis.
Each method employs a specific approach to knowledge
discovery. Vector-based approach is based on comparison of relevant domain term vector representations derived from vectors of all learning objects it is associated
with. Spreading activation leverages actual graph-based
representation of learning objects, relevant domain terms
and relationships between them and leverages activation
spreading metaphor to determine the degree of relatedness between relevant domain terms. By node centrality
analysis we propagate actual domain model characteristics into the explicit links between relevant domain terms.
Is-a relationship is more specific type of relationship. It
represents basic organizational relationship allowing to arrange relevant domain terms to hierarchy-like structure.
Such structure is very important from the domain knowledge modeling perspective. It makes links between relevant domain terms, which represent faster knowledge
spread in terms of connectionistic modeling of learner
cognitive processes (typical for adaptive educational systems).
Our is-a relationship discovery is based on comprehensive
statistic and linguistic analysis of learning object content.
We employ tree different techniques:
• explanation phrase processing,
• determination phrase processing, and
• lexical analysis of relevant domain terms.
We proposed a set of rules for matching lexico-syntactic
patterns, which indicate is-a relationship between terms
in sentences. The proposed rules as well as patterns are
created with respect to specifics of educational texts. We
identified so-called explanation phrases and determination
phrases, which often incorporate a form of is-a relationship. Explanation phrases aim to explain and expound
new topic. They are often bound with a specific verb,
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Figure 4: An overview of the method for automated domain model creation.

which we look for in the text. For example, from the sentence “We understand a list in Lisp as finite sequence of
symbolic expressions.” we derive that is-a(list, sequence
of symbolic expressions). On the other hand, determination phrases often introduce new technical terms that are
strongly relevant for particular domain and are often accompanied with more general domain relevant terms. For
example, from the sentence “Lisp interprets the internal
list as a function call to the function FIRST.” we derive
is-a(FIRST, function).
We complement explanation phrase and determination
phrase processing with lexical analysis of relevant domain
terms themselves. Each of the proposed approaches is
aimed at different linguistic aspect of the text. By incorporating all approaches and merging their partial outputs
we increase the chance of discovering a number of relationships that is, as a result, sufficient for making proper
adaptation decisions.

5.

Evaluation

In our work we evaluated relevant domain term relationships discovery. We employed three approaches to evaluation, each considering different criteria on acquired domain model relationships quality: a posteriori evaluation,
evaluation against the gold standard and live experiment.
We performed the evaluation in domain of learning programming utilizing two courses: Functional programming
and Logic programming. The official learning material for
functional programming consists of 79 explanatory learning objects on the functional programming paradigm and
programming techniques in the Lisp language. Logic programming part consists of 42 explanatory learning objects
related to logic programming and Prolog language. All
learning materials are in Slovak.

5.1

Relatedness relationship discovery

The evaluation of relatedness relationship discovery incorporated two steps. We:
• evaluated the automatically acquired domain model
for Functional programming against the gold stan-

dard – a reference model created manually by the
domain experts, and
• used the generated domain model during 2009/10
summer term in Logic programming course in live
experiments.
In the first experiment we showed that node centrality
analysis variant yields the most precise results with regards to the gold standard. The precision and extended
recall1 weighted harmonic mean measure (extended Fmeasure) of 0.652 [21]. We considered the results promising but wanted to perform more complex evaluation reducing risks resulting from the very nature of comparing
against the gold standard.
Therefore we conducted a series of live experiments in the
summer term of academic year 2009/10, where 66 students of Logic programming course were involved. The
students were supported during learning by ALEF and
learning object recommendation it featured in particular
[16]. They were divided into groups based on the domain
model used by the adaptive engine. There were two domain models employed: one created manually by a group
of domain experts and another created automatically by
the proposed method.
The experiments showed that students supported by recommendations based on automatically created domain
model perform better indicating that automatically created relationships are more suitable for adaptation that
relationships coming from the experts. However, due to
the repeating problems with motivation of a small group
of students, statistical characteristics of the performed experiments were negatively affected (also as a result of the
limited number of participants). The results underline the
complexity of live experiments and emphasize risks associated with live user evaluation, which is very expensive
in terms of effort and time.
1
we introduced extended recall measure to consider discrete weights of relationships in the gold standard as defined by experts
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Is-a relationship discovery

The evaluation of is-a relationships involved:
• a posteri evaluation, and
• comparison with gold standard.
Experiments with live users were omitted due to the risks
discussed above. In the first part of evaluation four domain experts on lisp language were asked to evaluate
the correctness of the automatically acquired is-a relationships. The correctness of generated relationships as
judged by experts was reasonable high when considering
top 30 % from all generated is-a relationship candidates.
The results are even more promising when we consider
the fact that the domain experts did not agreed upon
correctness of all generated relationships.
In the second part of evaluation we compared the results
against the gold standard. We introduced strict measures
to assess precision and recall of the generated relationships. We achieved very reasonable topological F-measure
ranging from 0.513 to 0.653 (varying with a subset of the
gold standard that was used).

6. Conclusions
Nowadays, adaptive web-based learning faces challenges
thrown down by Web 2.0-induced paradigm shift in learning. The role of a learner has changed. He has greater
autonomy and he became not only passive consumer of information, but he often actively participate in content enrichment or even creation. Improved learning experience
facilitates interaction with and collaboration in learning
environment. Students together manage and share content and organize the knowledge. Adaptive educational
systems themselves have to adapt to new requirements
imposed by collaborative web-base learning.
In this work we pursued two major goals related to adaptive collaborative web-based learning in order to overcome
drawbacks of the state-of-the-art approaches: the rigidity
of domain modeling with respect to social-oriented collaborative learning, and the lack of methods supporting
automatic or automated domain model creation. As a
result, our core contributions are our proposals of:
• lightweight domain model for adaptive collaborative
web-based learning – we proposed and evaluated new
generation domain model for adaptive collaborative
educational systems which clearly separates between
domain conceptualization and content, provides explicit support for collaborative interactive learning
and it is proposed with regard to automated creation and enrichment facilitated by leveraging usergenerated content, while preserving flexible and accurate adaptation [19].
• method for automated domain model acquisition –
we proposed and evaluated method for automated
domain model acquisition that is based on statistical and linguistic processing of underlying resource
content. The method consists of several steps, which
cover the whole knowledge acquisition process ranging from resource preprocessing to domain model
final fine-tuning performed by a teacher, with particular method steps representing partial contribu-

tions to the field of adaptive educational systems
authoring [22, 21, 14, 18].
• adaptive learning framework ALEF and its learning
content – the author of this work actively participated in and co-led the development of adaptive
learning framework ALEF [19], which is a practical
result of a research conducted in the area of adaptive
web-based learning presented in our work. ALEF
is an ultimate education supporting software solution merging adaptive learning, collaborative learning and interactivity built on the concepts of Web
2.0. Adaptive learning framework is currently actively utilized at Slovak University of Technology in
Bratislava. It supports learning in the four courses:
Functional programming, Logic programming, Procedural programming, and Principles of software engineering.
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Abstract
The work deals with intelligent embedded systems, particularly with the problem of application of expert systems in embedded architectures. It summarizes the state
of art and challenges in areas of embedded systems and
rule-based expert systems, and gives motivations for implementing expert systems in embedded architectures.
We design architecture of expert system and hardware
architecture of embedded system suitable for implementation of embedded expert systems. We also devise a
universal representation for knowledge bases of embedded
expert systems. We propose two methods of hardware acceleration of inference in embedded expert systems. One
of the devised methods we experimentally evaluate and
claim its remarkable contribution to inference process of
expert systems and its suitability for utilization in embedded expert systems. Based on the performed experiments
and acquired experience we synthesize a set of rules for
implementation of expert systems in embedded architectures which contribute to the problem area of intelligent
embedded systems development.
The devised method for hardware accelerated inference
enables implementation of expert systems even in embedded architectures where it has not been possible with the
current state of art, thus facilitating further adoption of
intelligent embedded systems.
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Intelligence]: Applications and Expert Systems; I.2.4
[Artificial Intelligence]: Knowledge Representation Formalisms and Methods—Representations (procedural and
rule-based); I.2.5 [Artificial Intelligence]: Programming
Languages and Software—Expert system tools and techniques

Keywords
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1. Introduction
Embedded computer systems have become exceptionally
important in multiple domains that aﬀect our daily life.
Statistics show that embedded microprocessors account
for more than 98 percent of all produced and sold microprocessors - vastly surpassing computing power in the IT
industry [8]. A particular growth of their utilization has
developed in the area of smart card computing, production control, automotive industry, network applications,
in medical applications and in personal handheld appliances.
Resulting from their designation, embedded systems have
tough restrictions to their physical size, power consumption, thermal emission and other attributes. As a result of
these restrictions, they usually dispose with limited computational power, program and operating memory and
operate at low frequencies. They mostly employ speciﬁc
processors that are equipped with sophisticated instruction set tailored for their task.
Besides these technical considerations, the characteristic
and most challenging features of embedded systems are
connected with their strictly stated demands on reliability
and response time. As their small computational power
and the demand for fast and (particularly) guaranteed response time are quite contradictory, the task of designing
reliable embedded real-time systems remains open problem since their introduction.
For the task of advanced diagnosis, monitoring, and control in various areas including production systems [10],
vehicle control, power plant control [22], medical applications[6] and many others, it is desirable to perform
knowledge-based computation. Knowledge-based systems
are also used in decision support applications which are
not restricted only to implementation on personal com-
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puters but are also deployed on embedded and even handheld devices [20]. Deployment of decision support systems
on handheld devices has particularly promising perspective; as such systems can be very helpful in numerous
problem areas and have wide practical use.
However, implementation of knowledge-based systems in
embedded and real-time systems is nontrivial task which
has been addressed since the introduction of the embedded computing concept. Angeli [1] states that for the
real-time control applications it is more appropriate to
use rule-based systems than model-based systems. Implementation of knowledge-based control and reasoning
in embedded systems is currently achieved by application
of fuzzy control systems and expert systems adjusted for
the embedded environment. Both of these approaches
need to store and process the decision rules and utilize
the data from environment. As searching the rule base
and performing the inference process are computationally intensive tasks, there is a necessity to optimize these
systems for employment in embedded computing.
In our work, we deal with rule-based expert systems and
possibilities of their implementation in embedded architectures and real-time systems. We discuss embedded
and expert systems’ properties and architectures to address their suitability for building embedded expert systems and propose a representation of knowledge suitable
for utilization in these systems. We devise two methods
of utilizing programmable hardware for acceleration of expert system inference process and propose a set of rules
forming a method for implementation of embedded expert
systems.

2. Related work
In embedded systems problem domain, many problems remain open and are addressed by research activities. These
include the problem of advanced scheduling, maximizing
the computing power of the system, e.g. [3]; minimizing
the system’s power consumption, ensuring the stability
and robustness of the system, e.g. [5] and many other
challenges which are connected with the embedded system design and implementation, including the problem
domain of hardware-software co-design.
In the domain of real-time systems, the mostly addressed
research tasks are connected with scheduling and include
the improvement of currently known scheduling methods,
both oﬄine and online program analysis and inspection
and development of methods for benchmarking and comparison of scheduling algorithms. Determination of the
worst-case execution time of the program or its part is
the most challenging task in designing real-time systems
and must be given high priority in the process of their
development [14].
The problem of implementing rule-based systems in embedded and real-time systems has been ﬁrstly compiled
by Laﬀey [13]. Afterwards, the works [4] and [15] provided improvement in this area by proposing the methods
for knowledge-base pre-compilation and parallelization of
the inference process. The recent works focus mostly on
development of specialized proprietary systems, e.g. [7].
Another challenging task in the domain of rule-based systems has been the knowledge acquisition and its transformation in the set of rules in the system’s representation [12]. As this task requires cooperation with human
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experts, it is a serious bottleneck in designing each new
expert system and has to be given appropriate attention
even in small-scale systems.
The problem of accelerating knowledge and data-based
systems has been addressed by several authors, however
the proposed approaches are highly diverse and no common methodology has been developed. We consider the
lack of a common approach to the problem of implementing expert systems in embedded and real-time systems
the main limiting factor of the further development in
this area.
The most common approaches to knowledge and databased systems acceleration are based on software optimization of data storage methods, searching and processing algorithms, e.g. the Rete algorithm by C. Forgy
[9] and caching techniques. Authors of [2] describe a
technique and architectures for hardware acceleration of
database operations using content-addressable memories.
However, as their approach is oriented on characteristic
database operations, it is unemployable in our area of interest.
Several works have addressed the problem of implementing knowledge-based systems in real-time and embedded
systems. In [4] authors present an expert system in which
the knowledge base is automatically precompiled, parallelized and optimized for the real-time behaviour. Systems presented in [15] and [19] come with approach of
compiling the knowledge base into the AND/OR network.
Both works focus on careful knowledge base preparation,
in order to avoid redundant and problematic parts and optimize the search space. The common drawback of these
approaches is that the knowledge base cannot be updated
during the system’s operation.
The work [11] presents specialized hardware architectures
for the realization of a simple inference engine. The architectures are focused on the problem of detecting input events and ﬁnding corresponding rules in the system.
The work states this being eﬀectively a pattern matching
problem. The presented system is simplistic, as it provides only one output bit. However, authors claim that
the developed architectures are suﬃcient for their particular application.
In the work [21], author presents implementation of an
embedded expert system that utilizes the Lernmatrix data
structure for the knowledge base representation. This
structure is mentioned as a special neural network structure. In fact, it can be reduced to a simple associative
memory structure. The implementation of the knowledge
base by the associative data structure leads to very short
and particularly, linear time of search and reasoning.
Several commercial knowledge-based system platforms
that are aimed for implementation in real-time systems
exist, nevertheless, we have not encountered with a commercial platform aimed for embedded implementation.

3. Embedded expert systems architectures
This section deals with the architectures of embedded and
expert systems suitable for implementation of embedded
expert systems. Firstly, we select architectures of embedded systems that are theoretically capable of performing
rule-based reasoning. Secondly, we propose architecture
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of expert system aimed for embedded implementation.
Selection of these architectures is the essential point in
our work, as it forms a base for its further development.

3.1 Embedded architectures
We have dealt with the analysis of embedded architectures
suitable for implementation of embedded expert systems
in one of our previous works [17]. From the available
and commonly used architectures of embedded systems,
we have selected two architectures that are eligible for
implementing the computation and data-hungry expert
inference process.
The ﬁrst selected is the architecture with a powerful universal processor. Main features of this architecture are processor capable of running an operating system
and relatively large amount of program and operational
memory. Such architecture is being used mostly in useroriented embedded systems focused on performance, user
interface and applications.
The most straightforward solution for implementing expert systems in such architectures is utilization of an existing expert system shell, e.g. CLIPS1 . Apart from interpreting the expert system commands in real-time, CLIPS
oﬀers pre-compilation of the expert system to a self-standing application which performs the expert system functionality much more eﬀectively. Program memory demands of such pre-compiled expert system are in hundreds
of kilobytes and more [17]. It is clear that this approach is
not suitable for simpler, less powerful or more specialized
embedded systems that do not provide mechanisms for
standard application deployment and enough hardware
resources for the demanding expert system computations.
The second selected architecture suitable for implementing embedded expert systems is architecture with programmable hardware working as an autonomous
unit. Utilization of programmable hardware for implementation of demanding computations in expert systems
appears to be a promising possibility of realization of embedded expert systems. The programmable hardware is
intended to serve as an autonomous computation unit,
loosely coupled with the system processor. On contrary
to tightly coupled conﬁgurable architectures which advantage of implementing programmable hardware directly on
the processor chip, the loosely coupled conﬁgurable architectures employ programmable hardware connected with
the processor via external input/output pins. Tightly
coupled architectures are usually aimed for computations
requiring frequent communication with the processor and
generally provide low logic capacity. As we need to perform the demanding computations autonomously and with
minimum amount of communication, the loosely coupled
architecture suits our needs closely. Another advantage
of utilization of programmable hardware in embedded architectures stems from the programmable hardware’s versatility that allows the developer to customize the design
and makes the architecture more universal.
The connection between the programmable hardware and
the processor can be realized in several ways, to choose the
most suitable option we have to consider data throughput,
1

CLIPS is probably the currently most popular expert
system shell. It is an open source shell written in C.
Project homepage: http://clipsrules.sourceforge.net/

latency of communication and overall embedded system
speciﬁcations. Considerable connection options are:
• Direct connection to the processor in a co-processor
mode
• Connection via the parallel system bus
• Direct memory access
• Connection via a serial bus
Connecting programmable hardware directly to the processor provides communication with low latency and (depending on number of reserved connections) high data
throughput. Drawbacks of this approach are high demands on hardware resources and service resources.
Connection via parallel bus is simple in terms of service and provides high data throughput. It is also the
most universal method in the terms of utilization of programmable hardware for multiple purposes. The drawbacks of this approach are relatively high hardware resource consumption and high communication latency.
The direct memory access option is suitable for implementing computational-intensive algorithms that process
large amount of data, without need of the assistance from
the processor. However, with this approach it is impossible to guarantee the response time of the system.
Connecting the programmable hardware via serial bus is
the most simple and least expensive method that saves
hardware resources and has low service demands. However the high latency and low data throughput make it
unsuitable for most hardware acceleration tasks.

3.2 Expert system architecture
Implementing expert systems in embedded architecture
is connected with various problems that make the spread
of embedded expert systems practically impossible. For
enabling the further development in this area, it is ﬁrstly
needed to specify the expert system architecture that is
suitable for use in embedded expert systems. Within our
work we have devised such speciﬁcation which not only
suits our needs but is also utilizable generally in the process of embedded expert systems’ development. We have
deﬁned an expert system suitable for embedded deployment to be a software system formed of:
• facts and rules that make a knowledge-base of the
system
• mechanisms of computation of the system’s outputs
according to the knowledge-base rules
• mechanisms for transforming the system’s inputs
and outputs to expert system facts and vice-versa
• system resources for hardware service
• user interface modules
• mechanisms for providing security and response time
guarantees.
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Figure 1: Architecture of an expert system suitable for deployment in embedded expert systems.
We consider the system to be a rule-based system , with
strictly stated demands on the knowledge-base. The existing approaches in this area generally utilize a tree
formed of AND/OR rules as their knowledge-base, as the
form of tree provides the means to guarantee that the
computation will end in ﬁnite time. The common utilization of facts that gain yes/no values simpliﬁes the implementation of the inference mechanism and divides the
problems of input processing and the expert system inference. Regarding these reasons and to sustain the continuity with previous works we have decided also to use this
form of knowledge-base. The knowledge-base therefore
has to be optimized before its employment in embedded
expert systems. The proposed architecture of an expert
system suitable for deployment in embedded expert systems is shown in Figure 1.
Standard expert systems are mostly focused on user interaction and presentation of knowledge. On contrary, embedded expert systems are focused on the environment
and the controlled process, with the need of periodical
operation and strictly stated demands on their response
time. The proposed system is directly connected to the
controlled process and it collects most from its inputs
from the environment. The user interface serves mainly
as an information screen or for serving the operator inputs. The proposed architecture also lacks the reasoning
explanation module and module of knowledge retrieval
from user, which are commonly present in regular expert
system architectures.
Typical operation of the proposed expert system is periodical and operates with stated frequency, so it is mandatory to ﬁnish all computations and provide corresponding
outputs within the repetition interval. It is thus a realtime system (possibly also a hard real-time system) which
performs these operations in each cycle:

3. Evaluation of rules is repeated until the inference
process gains stable state (no new facts are activated).
4. 4. The inference outputs are transformed to actual
system outputs (e.g. indication, control, alarm).

4. Knowledge base for embedded expert systems
This section describes the proposed speciﬁcations of the
knowledge bases suitable for utilization in embedded expert systems. Within our work we have also developed
a universal XML scheme for representation of knowledge
in the form of rules which is described further in this
section. This paragraph is followed by deﬁnitions of key
knowledge-base parts.
A fact in the knowledge base represents value of one monitored system state. It consists from natural language description of the monitored value and from the value itself.
The allowed values are yes/no.
A rule in the knowledge base is deﬁned as an if-then rule
with a logic term consisting of available facts and any
combination of logic operators NOT, AND, OR, XOR,
NAND, NOR, XNOR on the right side; and a set of output facts with assigned values on the right side. Each rule
can be expressed by a corresponding Boolean function.
The knowledge base of the embedded expert system is
comprised of a set of facts and rules and has to satisfy
these requirements:
• The form of the knowledge base is a tree, i.e. it
cannot contain loops.
• One output fact is allowed to be modiﬁed by only
one rule.

1. Processing the system inputs and transforming the
values to representation of expert system facts.

• The knowledge base must contain all facts, including those potentially emerging during the system’s
operation.

2. The active facts are evaluated and ﬁre a set of rules
which eventually activate other system facts.

An example rule of the knowledge base is shown in the
Figure 2. For the sake of facilitating knowledge base re-
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usage and sharing and for simplifying its creation, modiﬁcation and understanding, we have developed a universal XML schema for expressing embedded expert system
knowledge. Next paragraph shows an example rule in this
representation.
<rule>
<and>
<condition GT="" LT="" EQ="" YN="YES">
<objective>Building Control System ON
</objective>
</condition>
<condition GT="3" LT="" EQ="" YN="YES">
<objective>Secure room opened Timer
</objective>
</condition>
<condition GT="" LT="" EQ="" YN="YES">
<objective>Secure Door opened sensor
</objective>
</condition>
</and>
<output YN="Yes">
Secure Door opened Alarm (Audible alarm)
</output>
Audible alarm: Secure Door opened Alarm
</rule>
The original knowledge base describing the desired problem naturally does not comply with the strict requirements of the embedded expert systems. After the creation of the original knowledge base, the process of its
optimization follows, which consists mainly of:
• transformation of original rules into the required
form consisting of allowed logical operations,

Figure 3: Embedded system with pattern matching hardware.
• extend the facilities of response time estimation,
• enable fulﬁlling system’s response time guarantees.

5.1 Pattern matching assistance
The performed analysis shows that the most demanding
task in the expert system inference process is rule-base
searching and detection of potentially active rules (rules
that use recently updated facts). Acceleration of this
process can signiﬁcantly contribute to the system performance and unload the processor from this demanding
task. This approach has been described by [11] where
authors developed a simple hardware architecture to perform pattern matching. Application of similar, more complex architectures has potential to contribute to expert
system inference process, mainly in systems with extensive knowledge-bases.

• detection of all potentially emerging facts and their
insertion into the knowledge base,

We have designed a hardware architecture for performing
the pattern matching task, which is fully described in [16].
The architecture exploits DMA access to perform the pattern matching process independently from the processor.
The block architecture illustrating device’s operation is
shown in Figure 3. Typical operation of the system is
then:

• dividing the originally described facts into: 1. Formula for determining the fact value; 2. Name and
value of the fact.

1. Load knowledge-base data (in speciﬁed format) to
memory.

• removing the loops from the original knowledge base,
• compaction of rules, to ensure that an output fact
is modiﬁed by only one rule,

Determination of the fact values according to the given
formulas is provided by fact interpretation modules and
can itself be a demanding task for the embedded system.
The inference module provides rule evaluation and works
with the provided fact names and values. As interpretation and inference processes are of diﬀerent nature and
both of them can induce signiﬁcant load to the system,
we consider diving these two tasks into separate modules
appropriate.

5. Accelerating embedded expert systems
by means of programmable hardware
We have proposed two approaches to providing hardware
assistance in embedded expert systems, with the utilization of programmable hardware. The motivation was to:
• accelerate the expert system inference process,
• unload the processor from demanding computations,

2. Evaluate facts and create list of recently updated
facts.
3. Initialize the pattern matching device (include information on memory section containing data, memory
section reserved for results, the searched pattern).
4. Enable the pattern matching operation.
5. Perform other system tasks. When the pattern
matching process is ﬁnished (signaled by an interrupt) read the values and optionally return to 3.
6. Optionally return to 2.
The pattern matching acceleration is applicable in embedded systems providing enough memory, a DMA unit
and memory management mechanisms. Its main purpose
is to unload the processor from the time-consuming task
of searching the memory. Following paragraphs summarize the positive and negative aspects of the approach.
Positive aspects are:
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Figure 2: A sample rule of an embedded expert system.
• Unloading the processor of the demanding task of
pattern matching.
• The hardware architecture is common to all embedded expert systems, providing that the memory representation of rules will not change.
• Utilization of the acceleration hardware does not
put any limits to the knowledge base.
• The developed concept and architecture are universal and usable also in non-embedded applications.
The negative aspects are:
• Need for additional hardware in the embedded system.
• Necessity of the DMA unit and memory management mechanisms.
• Implementation of the DMA access controller requires complex architecture to be implemented on
the side of programmable hardware.
• Utilization of the DMA access requires development
of more complex software drivers on the side of the
master system.

5.2 Hardware implementation of rules
Another proposed approach to inference acceleration is
implementing the whole reasoning process in hardware.
The acceleration hardware takes values of all system facts,
evaluates the system rules and provides the resulting system state - values of all facts after the inference. It is
connected to the processor via parallel system bus as a
peripheral device; it also utilizes a dedicated hardware
connection to one of the processor’s pins to provide the
interrupt signal. Operation of the accelerated system is
illustrated in the Figure 4 and described in the following
paragraph.

Figure 4: Hardware inference module - connection
and communication scheme.
2. After last portion of data has been written, the
acceleration device applies the rules and computes
next inference state. The inference process continues until there are no new rules ﬁred and values of
output facts do not change.
3. After the inference has been completed, the Done
signal (serving as system interrupt) is activated.
4. Active signal of the interrupt (Done) informs the
system on the successful completion of the inference. The system can then read the results from
the device.
5. The system reads the results from the device. Depending on number of facts, it may take several bus
read cycles.
6. The acceleration device is ready to receive new data.

1. To initialize the inference computation, all fact values have to be written into the device. Depending on
number of facts, several bus write cycles are needed
to transfer all values.

The inference process itself is performed by a combinational logic inside the programmable circuit, which is capable of computing one inference iteration at a time. The
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process is controlled by a control unit which decides
whether the computation has ﬁnished or there are more iterations needed. Depending on the knowledge-base structure and the current state of the system, it can take different number of iterations to ﬁnish the inference process.
While it is diﬃcult to determine the actual number of
iterations needed, it is possible to state maximum number of inference iterations which equals to the maximum
depth of the knowledge-base tree. It is thus possible to
state maximum computation time of the inference.
The rules are implemented by a simple combinational
logic consistent with the knowledge-base. Following paragraph shows an example of rules implemented in VHDL.
fact_outputs(2) <= (fact_inputs(27) or
fact_inputs(28)); --- Battery fault
fact_outputs(1) <= (fact_inputs(2) and
fact_inputs(29)); --- Battery alarm
Implementation of rules via dedicated combinational logic
elements enables parallel and particularly, fast rule evaluation. The actual time needed to perform an iteration
of the inference process is thus deﬁned by overall latency
of the combinational logic and depends on the rules complexity and the programmable hardware technology limitations. The overall inference computation time depends
on this limitation, duration of the read/write cycles and
the number of inference iterations. The inference computational complexity can thus be supposed linear, dependent on the number of iterations.
Implementation of the whole inference process via programmable hardware can lead to signiﬁcant acceleration
of computations. However, this approach is only applicable with utilization of the restricted knowledge base
format (speciﬁed in the previous section) and is also restricted by the programmable device’s capacity. Positive
aspects of the approach are:
• The hardware inference computation is likely to perform much faster than the software approach.
• The main processor is completely unloaded from the
inference computations.
• The hardware inference device requires only minimum system overhead.
• Amount of transferred data between processor and
the device is much lower than amount of transferred
data between the processor and memory when using
the software approach.
• Re-conﬁgurability of the programmable hardware
allows us to change the knowledge base of the system.
• Utilization of programmable hardware facilitates implementation of various dependability solutions, e.g.
implementing redundant inference units.
Negative aspects of the approach are:
• Need for additional hardware in the embedded system.

• Connecting the reconﬁgurable device to the system
requires additional hardware and software overhead.
• The knowledge-base cannot be modiﬁed during the
system’s operation.

6. Transforming knowledge-base to hardware
As can be understood from the previous section, the hardware implemented inference acceleration has potential to
signiﬁcantly contribute to the embedded expert system
reasoning process. However, the reasoning hardware architecture is speciﬁc and diﬀers for each knowledge-base.
Thus it is necessary to create new hardware architecture
for each knowledge-base and recompile it each time the
knowledge-base is changed. As this is rather demanding
process that involves knowledge of the hardware architecture and actual work of a hardware designer, it would
demotivate the usage of the proposed approach even when
the acceleration would be remarkable.
The aim of our work was to provide new means to implement embedded expert systems, even in the architectures
and environments where it hasn’t been possible before.
The proposed hardware implemented inference approach
appears to be capable of such contribution; however the
demanding process of the architecture creation is ineﬀective and would discourage developers from exploiting this
approach.
With this motivation we have developed an automated
translation tool Knowledge base parser that transforms
the knowledge-base in XML format to the VHDL representation of the corresponding hardware acceleration device. The resulting device description corresponds with
the input rule-base and is fully accommodated to the system bus width and facts count, providing appropriate
communication functionalities. The tool is described in
more detail in one of our previous works [18].
Using the developed tool it is easy to generate a hardware architecture corresponding to any knowledge base
fulﬁlling the stated requirements. The provided architecture is then compiled using standard software tool for the
desired programmable hardware and is ready to be programmed into the programmable device. The knowledge
base parser tool thus contributes to the embedded expert
systems development and maintenance process.

7. Evaluation
To evaluate the results of our work, we have performed
several experiments with one of the developed architectures for hardware acceleration. We have decided to focus
on the hardware implementation of inference approach, as
this appeared more promising in the means of acceleration
capabilities and versatility. We focused on the attributes
of the architecture’s resource consumption and acceleration capabilities.

7.1 Experimental setting
For experiments, we have used an embedded development
kit equipped with Intel PXA255 XScale processor, providing hardware interface for connecting additional module
as asynchronous I/O device utilizing the system’s parallel
communication bus. For implementation of the acceleration hardware device, we have used a module equipped
with the Altera Cyclone EP1C6 - an FPGA programmable
device containing 5,980 logic elements and 92,160 RAM
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bits. In our design, only the logic elements are utilized.
The output Done has been connected to the general input/output pin of the processor conﬁgured to serve as an
external interrupt input. We have used Linux 2.4.19 operating system and own drivers for communication with
the acceleration device.
For the experiments we have implemented a knowledgebased system that operates in two modes. In mode one,
assistance of the acceleration hardware is used for the
computation. In mode two, inference is computed in software, using the naı̈ve reasoning method. In the naı̈ve
reasoning method, all rules have to be searched and evaluated for each iteration of inference,
what
counts for com(
)
putational complexity of O F (RF )I where F states for
number of facts in the system, R states for number of
system’s rules and I states for the number of iterations
needed to ﬁnish the inference.

Table 1: Hardware resource
inference architecture.
Knowledge
Fact
Rule
base
count count
Car Simple
29
7
Secure System
40
17
Car Complex
105
52
100
99
100
Random 1
462
184
1000
999
1000
1500
1499 1500
Random 2
1514 626
1600
1599 1600

17

consumption of the
LEs
119
16
333
338
1755
3379
5106
5812
-

FPGA
resources (%)
1.99
2.66
5.57
5.65
29.35
56.51
85.38
97.19
>100

Several approaches to acceleration of the software computation exist, some of them claiming even linear computational complexity. However, in these approaches the
computational complexity is decreased at the expense of
memory complexity. As the memory consumption is critical in embedded applications, these approaches are not
suitable for our consideration. Furthermore, precise algorithms used in these approaches are very diﬃcult to
obtain, some of them being subject of copyright.
For the experiments, we have used three various sources
of input data. Firstly, we have manually created several
knowledge bases representing real problems of common
knowledge-based systems domains. As manual creation
of reasonable knowledge bases is time consuming, we have
created a random generator of knowledge bases that have
logical structure similar to real ones and are suitable for
our experiments. These knowledge bases were particularly useful in experiments with architecture resource consumption. For experiments with the computation time,
we have created knowledge bases of a structure that maximizes iteration count.

7.2 Architecture resource consumption
Resource consumption of the developed architecture is
one of its key properties as it states the requirements
for the needed programmable hardware and inﬂuences the
added cost of the solution. By experiments with the hardware resource consumption we intended to verify feasibility of the proposed solution. Other goals of the experiments were to:
• Determine the hardware resource consumption of an
architecture representing a small expert system.
• Determine the limitations for the knowledge-base
size and complexity, when assuming utilization of
standard programmable hardware.
• Determine the resource consumption dependency on
the knowledge-base size.
Each provided knowledge base has been translated into
its VHDL hardware representation using the developed
translation tools and placed & routed to the Altera Cyclone EP1C6 FPGA. The results are summarized in Table
1.

Figure 5: Linear interpolation of the resource consumption values.
We can see that a simple FPGA is suitable for implementation of a relatively extensive knowledge-based system.
Furthermore, the obtained results show that dependency
of resource demands from system’s fact and rule count can
be considered linear, as can be seen in Figure 5. Thus it
is theoretically possible to implement acceleration of even
more complex knowledge-based systems into larger programmable devices.

7.3 Inference acceleration
The acceleration capabilities of the architecture were measured by comparing computation time of software implemented and hardware accelerated rule-based reasoning.
For measuring computation duration we have used the
tool time provided by the operating system. The obtained results correspond with theoretically stated computation complexity values. The software computation
time rapidly rises with number of iterations in the inference process, easily reaching values unsuitable for implementation in real-time system. On the other hand,
the hardware computation time rises linearly with the inference count, what gives it predispositions for real-time
implementation. The count of iterations needed for the
inference process is not directly dependent form the number of facts and rules in the knowledge-base, so even large
knowledge-bases can lead to short computation times.
However, it is hard to predict the actual iteration count,
so the embedded system designer always needs to consider
the maximum possible number.
Figure 6 shows dependency of computation time from iteration count up to 1599 iterations, for both software and
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• Designation of the embedded system.
• Availability of programmable hardware.

9. Conclusions and future work

Figure 7: Dependency of inference acceleration
(in %) from iteration count.
hardware implemented reasoning. The results are shown
in logarithmic scale to make data readable. Figure 7
shows dependency of acceleration (hardware vs. software
inference in %) from inference iterations.

8. From knowledge to hardware accelerated
embedded expert system
An embed expert systems is a speciﬁc instance of embedded system that is specialized for a particular task
and environment. Its development thus includes standard methods applied in development of embedded systems, e.g. hardware-software co-design. The development of an embedded expert system also requires extraction of knowledge and creation of knowledge-base. In our
work we have described a process of optimizing standard
knowledge-bases for implementation in embedded expert
systems. In the work, we consider four suitable options
of implementing embedded expert systems:
• Software expert system implemented on a universal,
powerful processor.
• A simple expert system executed directly in program - the rules are embedded in program code.
• Expert system with hardware inference computation.
• Expert system with hardware mechanism for pattern matching.
Based on performed experiments and experience gained
through the work we have proposed a set of heuristic
rules on implementing embedded expert system, focused
on choosing the implementation approach from the mentioned available options. The purpose of these rules is to
provide support in the decision process and indirectly inform about the available options. Following inputs ﬁgure
in the decision process:
• Average number of inference iterations.
• Size of system’s operating memory and availability
of memory management mechanisms.
• Processor computing power - relative to the needs
of the particular method.
• Size of the system’s program memory.

Expert systems are one of the approaches to implementation of intelligent systems; in embedded applications they
are particularly suitable for control and monitoring systems and decision support systems. They are currently
not used widely, because of limiting factors in embedded systems, such as their computational power, available
memories or timing requirements. Development of embedded expert systems stays an open problem area with
many challenges as development of appropriate hardware
architectures, mechanisms of response time guarantee or
methods of input/output processing. Another serious issue is the absence of common approach to developing embedded expert systems.
The main goal of our work was to facilitate implementation of embedded expert systems even in applications
where it hasn’t been possible before. We dealt with methods of inference acceleration and also touched the problem
of common approach to developing these systems. The
particular goals of our work were:
• development of method for expert systems acceleration applicable in embedded architectures,
• contribution to the problem area of response time
estimation,
• contribution in the problem area of embedded expert systems development.
We have addressed the issues by developing two hardware
acceleration schemes for embedded expert systems, by
specifying the form of knowledge-base suitable for embedded expert systems, by developing a tool for automated
creation of hardware architecture from the knowledgebase and by stating heuristic rules supporting the decision
on the appropriate embedded expert systems implementation method selection.
We see the possible extension of our work in supplementing the designed embedded expert systems development
toolchain by adding new tools for knowledge-base creation
and optimization, as this process stays a signiﬁcant bottleneck in expert systems’ development process. The results
of our work can be further extended to provide foundation for implementation of highly reliable embedded expert systems, reconﬁgurable embedded expert systems or
hardware accelerated desktop systems.
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in Informatics and Information Technologies
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We are pleased to present a collection of papers on various topics within the area of Informatics and Information Technologies (IIT). The whole collection has been authored by students.
We approached selected authors of papers originally presented
at the annual IIT Student Research Conference, IIT.SRC 2012
which was organized by the Slovak University of Technology in
Bratislava and attended by its students studying various study
programmes at its Faculty of Informatics and Information Technologies.
The Conference has its program committee, reviewers, reviewing process and accepting/rejection procedure. This year, the
IIT.SRC Conference attracted 92 research papers from which 79
were accepted (18 bachelor, 41 master, 20 doctoral students as
authors) authored by 86 student authors. The number of papers
is rather stable comparing to last year conference. This year we
note an increase of papers in bachelor category.
A special award committee reevaluated all the papers and selected the best ones in various categories: 5 papers for Dean’s
award, 1 paper authored by Bachelor, Master and Doctoral authors each, 5 papers for ACM Slovakia Chapter prize and 5 papers for Czechoslovakia Section of the IEEE Prize. Thus in this
second round of selection process, totally 18 papers were selected out of those 79 accepted ones. This selection became the
basis for our editorial work on this special section. We re-read
carefully each of these awarded papers and were pleased to be
able to conclude that indeed, they (more precisely, their authors)
could be invited to submit an amended version of their paper to
this special section. From the 18 papers we present here 13 revised amended papers.
Five authors politely declined our invitation as they have already
submitted or were in the process of submitting their papers elsewhere. There are even cases of other authors who were able
to write new papers based on a substantial expansion of their
awarded papers and submit them to international conferences
or scientific journals. Some of them have got their new paper
already accepted for publication at time of publication of this issue.
The papers in this section appear sorted by name of the first author, which is a rather arbitrary criterion. Let us present here the
papers according to broad themes. Traditionally, there are numerous papers investigating various aspects of web as a source
or repository of information, or a networking space for collaboration. L. Demovič et al. present their results in a very interesting project on enhancing web surfing experience in conditions
of slow and intermittent internet connection. K. Ráztočný is
concerned with a repository for knowledge tags maintenance in
heterogeneous web content. I. Valenčík investigated recognition
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of semantically related articles in wikipedia. R. Móro studied
combinations of different raters for text summarization. Keyword extraction is a related topic, and how to do it using implicit feedback was researched by J. Kříž. M. Lipták dealt with
trainable duplicate detection for automated public data refining.
Groups and games are gaining relevance in web collaboration.
P. Dulačka investigated how to use game to enhance quality of
music tags. I. Srba studied collaboration support by groups creation in educational domain. Another paper related to methods
for educational domain is a new presentation system with interactive educational activities by M. Hlatký and V. Martinek. A
particular contribution to the domain of mobile computing can
be found in the paper on wi-fi mobility classification on a mobile phone for energy efficient activity tracking by P. Bielik. The
interesting concept of visual vocabularies was applied for object
recognition and evaluated by M. Kottman. A nice computer engineering work is presented by F. Kudlačák in his variometer
with GPS logger.
These 13 papers give a reasonably good overview of scope and
quality of the student research at the Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava in the areas of informatics and information
technologies. We hope this special section will encourage our
students even more to work hard in their research to achieve excellent results. We also hope their results will be interesting to
a wider community.

Wi-Fi Mobility Classification on a Mobile Phone for
Energy Efficient Activity Tracking
∗
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Abstract
Tracking user location and physical activity is quite common especially among fitness and utility applications on
modern smartphones. However, use of GPS and accelerometer sensors to obtain such data is energy consuming and in general cannot be used for extended periods
of time. In this paper we describe an approach to detect mobility states and thus turn on and off these energy
consuming sensors using Wi-Fi analysis, which compared
to GPS and accelerometer is much less power consuming. This allows us not only to save battery life but also
to perform activity measurements throughout the whole
day.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.3 [Special-Purpose and Application-Based Systems]: Real-time and embedded systems

Keywords
Mobility Classification, Location Sensing, Energy Efficiency, Smartphone

1. Introduction
Fast growth of smartphone market over the last few years
has made the mobile phone an appealing platform for context sensitive and location based applications. However,
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sumption and subsequent lack of battery life, not allowing
such application to run for extended periods of time.
In our work we focus on classification of human mobility states, concretely stationary and active (e.g., walking or driving, while not differentiating between them).
We use this information to turn on and off GPS sensor to allow continuous location monitoring throughout
the whole day along with additional power saving methods. We have successfully integrated proposed classifier
in Move2Play [2], a system which provides physical activity management and supports its users in achieving the
required amount of physical activity per day.
We were fairly constrained by platform limitations (most
common Android platform versions at the time of development were 2.1 and 2.2) which generally did not allow
GSM scans and accelerometer to be run on background
with screen turned off. Therefore we have chosen to explore possibilities of using Wi-Fi sensor for energy efficient
human mobility states classification.
Several approaches has been developed to classify mobility states using various available sensors. Classification of mobility can be performed by analysing data from
GSM sensor [7, 1], using combination of GSM and Wi-Fi
[6], analysing accelerometer data [9], using microphone[5]
or by creating framework in which all can be integrated
together [8]. Experimental results of some of them are
shown in Table 1. Couple of projects also work on predicting user mobility [3, 4]. This approach however introduces trade-off between battery efficiency and recall, and
is therefore used mostly for meaningful place recognition
and not for actual activity tracking.

2.

Preliminaries

We used mobile phones featuring IEEE 802.11n Wi-Fi
sensor module. Currently 5 GHz band is not supported.
However, that is not a problem as the 2.4 GHz band is
generally much more populated. Wi-Fi sensor module
allows us to initiate scan for available access points. WiFi scan contains information about zero or more detected
access points containing BSSID, SSID, signal strength,
frequency and access point capabilities. Throughout the
paper we use the following terms:
Access Point (AP) ai : contains information about given
AP obtained at time i.
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Table 1: Overview of mobility classification results using Wi-Fi and GSM
Precision
Recall
Stationary
Walking
Driving

Mun [6]

Sohn [7]

Anderson [1]

Mun [6]

Sohn [7]

Anderson [1]

90,26%
65,45%
75,73%

95,4%
70,2%
84,3%

92%
82%
93%

88,41%
55,40%
90,73%

92,5%
80,0%
81,7%

96%
91%
80%

Current APs C = {an , bn , ..., xn }: contains APs detected
in last scan, e.g. at current time n.
Recent APs R = {An , Bn , ..., Xn }, An = (an , age, timeout):
contains APs detected in last 3 minutes. Age represents
timespan during which the AP was available, i.e., since
its discovery till the last AP scan in which it was still
present. Timeout decreases each time we do not find an
AP in current scan and resets to value of 3 minutes if we
do find it again. If timeout ≤ 0 we remove AP.
1 .v2
, t(C1 , C2 ) = v1 , v2 : cosine simSimilarity S = ||v1v||×||v
2 ||
ilarity is used to compute similarity between current APs
C1 , C2 . Transformation into vector is based on BSSID
(i.e. MAC address) not including APs signal strength.

This method has proven to be very effective especially if
we set very loose similarity threshold. This method is also
capable of recognizing short stationary time spans. One
disadvantage is longer time it takes to recognize movement, which can be partially reduced by periodically
changing context even when footprints are evaluated as
similar.

Method based on Wi-Fi Features. This method uses
various features of current and recent APs such as age,
timeout, number of new, current and recent APs. Output
o ∈ {−10, −9, . . . , 9, 10} represents stationary (-10) and
active (10) states. Giving much finer output compared
to other methods, this method is suitable when detecting
possible mobility state change.

3. Mobility Classification Approaches
We have proposed five heuristic based approaches to classify user mobility state. These approaches generally perform well only for specific data inputs. Our goal was
therefore to identify under which conditions they perform
well and use this knowledge when designing actual mobility classificator.

Method based on Wi-Fi Fluctuation. Inspired by clas-

Place-based

Unfortunately we found this method performing poorly
because of two main reasons. First, unlike GSM signal
fluctuation, AP fluctuation is very high even in a case
of stationary state and is very hard to distinguish from
fluctuation when user is actually moving. Second, user
tends to get out of available APs very quickly, mostly
allowing us to obtain 1 or 2 Wi-Fi scans before running
out of range what is insufficient for accurately recognizing
user mobility.

Mobility
Classification. Place-based
method is built on an idea, that we spend most of our time
on relatively small number of places, e.g., at home, work
or school. We capture footprint of these places and compute their similarity. If their similarity is above threshold,
we assume that the user is stationary and that he is moving otherwise.
This method is suitable if we have small number of places
(footprints), which do not change very often and at which
we spend lot of time. Disadvantages are that the learning
process is quite long, what makes capturing places with
short and medium stay time difficult. Also if we learn
many places that are close to each other or on our path
between two other places, performance decreases.

Short-term Mobility Classification. Based on a similar
concept than place-based method with two main differences. Firstly, all footprints are stored in-memory and
their weight decreases periodically until it reaches zero
and are removed afterwards. Secondly, learning rate is
much faster compared to place-based method. This allows us to capture especially short and medium time stationary intervals.

Mobility Classification based on Context. Instead of
searching for similar footprints in the whole log history
as in place-based method, we only compare the current
footprint with the one which represents the place where
user stays at the moment. We call this special footprint
a Context.

sification method using GSM fluctuation, we made mapping to Wi-Fi domain by substituting GSM tower cells
by Wi-Fi access points. Fluctuation is calculated as difference of access points signal levels between consecutive
Wi-Fi scan readings.

4.

Advanced Mobility Classification

The Advanced mobility classifier processes continous input stream {v1 , v2 , . . . , vi , . . . }, where vi = (Fi , Ri , ti ),
into three output classes – stationary, active and unknown. We use unknown state when Ri = {}, i.e., we
could not find any Wi-Fi access points in last 3 minutes.
This method is based on context mobility classification
method and consists of following base parts:
Initialization. Current context is set to input F1 and
reset each time we classify state as unknown.
Time span selection. To achieve low response time
when recognizing mobility state change in real usage, we
need to control time span between Wi-Fi scan readings.
For this purpose we use classification method based on
Wi-Fi features, which is very sensitive and is therefore
very suitable for this task. We use 8, 16 and 40 seconds
time span intervals.
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Context change. For every vi in input stream, we compute similarity with current context using cosine similarity. We set threshold as τ = 0.4, to reflect Wi-Fi access point instability over time. If the similarity is below
threshold, we set a new context as Fi and classify this and
subsequent instances for 2 minutes as active. During this
period, context change is not allowed.
Context adjustment. Because we use low similarity
threshold, current context often describes a place visited
just before we became stationary, but similar enough to
the current one so that we do not detect change. This can
prolong duration to recognize that we are leaving current
place, because we often leave using the same path we came
by. To solve this problem we periodically adjust context
using Ri , which removes APs not longer active and adds
new ones.
In real usage false active state classification occurs mainly
due to unstable nature of Wi-Fi signal resulting into receiving incomplete or empty Wi-Fi scans. False classifications spikes (Figure 1.) leads to high battery consumption
as GPS is turned on. To reduce this kind of error we integrated empty Wi-Fi scans confirmations, change state
confirmations and no-change interval reduction.
Empty Wi-Fi scans confirmations. Upon receiving
empty scan, we repeat scan up to three additional times,
to make sure that there really are not any available APs.
Change state confirmations. After mobility state
change, we immediately issue an additional scan to confirm this change. This can be very effective at places
where there are only a few APs.
Reducing no-change interval between successive
context change. 2 minutes of no-change interval after
each context change, even if crucial for proper classification of active state, poses serious problem when a misclassification occurs. Therefore we introduced a mechanism
to reduce this interval in case of a misclassification by
remembering two successive contexts instead of only one
and computing similarity of current footprint with both
of them.
Classification Output

Stationary

Active

Active

Stationary
0

10

20

30

40

50

Wi-Fi scan reading

Figure 1: Stationary classification output showing typical errors: delay after transition and occasional spikes.
As the main purpose of mobility states classification is to
conserve battery life by turning off GPS sensor when a
user is stationary, we developed two additional battery
saving techniques - passive Wi-Fi state and night idle
state. Passive Wi-Fi state disables mobility classification
and activity tracking in case of active Wi-Fi connection.
Night idle state at which we perform scans at larger intervals, or turn off scans completely, and therefore we are
able to conserve additional battery life.

5.
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Evaluation

For data acquisition we have developed an application for
Android platform. Application performs periodical WiFi scans and allows users to easily annotate what type of
activity they are performing. Available activity types are
unknown, stationary indoors, stationary outdoors, walking indoors, walking outdoor and driving. Users were able
to edit previous scans and change activity type if necessary. Users then uploaded valid time span of annotated
scans to our server.
Data was collected during 3 months, with 8 unique android devices and 7 users. Over this period of time we
were able to collect 112 reports containing 8000 unique
Wi-Fi access points and over 18 000 Wi-Fi scans with 126
hours of logged time. Most of the reports were collected
in Bratislava, but we have also several reports from other
places including PieÅa,Åěany, Brno, Wien and Miami.
The data inherently contains some unrepairable discrepancy between reality and annotated states as it was collected over extended period of time and by multiple users.
Users differ on how they annotated activity, especially
when they switched between stationary and walking. Also
because annotation duration was between 30 to 60 minutes, users occasionally forget to switch states. There was
also certain inconsistency within data such as that similar
sequences often led to both walking and stationary states.
Our main goal in Wi-Fi mobility classification was to accurately classify stationary state and its transitions to
active state, i.e., the states where a GPS sensor is turned
off. The classification of other states can benefit from
GPS data. Table 2. shows results of our advanced mobility classification method. Typical errors observed when
classifying stationary state are short delays after transitions from active state and occasional spikes.
Spikes are very important for battery efficiency because
they trigger actual activity tracking. We observed 57
spikes in 4295 minutes of stationary logs, what represents
in average a spike every 75 minutes. However, 19 spikes
of these 57 were observed within 60 seconds from previous
spike, possibly due to errors in data annotation or very
unstable environment.
Time in which we can capture state transitions is essential
for an activity tracking application accuracy. Transition
times from stationary to active were µ = 45s, σ = 91s and
from active to stationary were µ = 25s, σ = 82s. The phenomenon of “foreseeking” where it seems that we captured
a state transition shortly before it actually happened can
be explained by delayed annotation of state transition by
users. Time between Wi-Fi scan reading was 8s (60%),
16s (11%) and 40s (27%).
We benchmarked power consumption of three possible
states of our method – night idle, passive state and active
state (state in which we classify user mobility) – against
four states of android smartphone – Wi-Fi and Wake lock1
acquired, only Wi-Fi lock acquired, only Wake lock acquired, no lock acquired – as shown in Figure 2. Power
consumption of night idle and passive state is identical to
no wake lock acquired and only Wi-Fi lock acquired re1

Wi-Fi lock ensures that Wi-Fi will be kept active while
Wake lock ensures that the CPU is running.
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Table 2: Evaluation of advanced mobility classification.
Ground Truth
Walking

Driving

Precision

Recall

93.39%
2.59%
4.02%

26.48%
66.91%
6.61%

15.66%
73.22%
11.12%

91.8%
91%
-

97.3%
75.9%
-

13136

2904

2050

We further believe that misclassification rate along with
spikes ratio achieved in stationary state classification is
very close to actual natural error contained in data. Therefore we think that further improvements in this area would
yield little contribution compared to the complexity required to detect and properly classify such instances. On
the other hand, there certainly is space to improve classification of active state, especially in terms of integration
with GPS sensor.
Acknowledgements. This work was partially supported
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Abstract
Despite of the advancements in information and telecommunication technologies, slow and intermittent Internet
connection is still a serious issue in many places around
the World, but mostly in developing countries. At the
same time, Internet with its most popular service – the
Web, became one of the very important parts of our everyday lives as more and more of human activity is taking
place online. We believe that providing access to information on the Web is crucial for young people in developing
countries to get the required skills and acquire experience
in order to ﬁnally achieve signiﬁcant progress in solving
problems of their countries. In this paper, we propose a
concept of software solution called OwNet which makes
the Web surﬁng experience less frustrating even on slow
and intermittent Internet connections. OwNet is based
on using a local proxy server, which acts as an intelligent
bridge between the client’s browser application and the
Internet and communicates with other clients and services
in order to provide the best surﬁng experience. Although
this concept is not bound to the quality of available connection, we mainly target the current situation in developing countries. The paper presents the overall concept
and details on methods used for intelligent caching and
prefetching of Web content.
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1. Introduction
The Web became a mass media allowing its users to search
for information. It provides a way to acquire knowledge
from various study ﬁelds and allows people to stay in
touch with the current situation in the World. Thanks
to the Web, its users may express their thoughts and discuss their problems with people around the world without
the need to know them personally or travel long distances.
Despite of the advancements in information and telecommunication technologies, slow and intermittent Internet
connection is still a serious issue in many places around
the World and is most visible in developing countries.
Web surfers from these countries are extremely patient
as there is not much they can do to deal with unexpected
cut-oﬀs, slow and incomplete downloads of webpages [6],
all preventing the Web to become a really useful tool for
dealing with everyday problems.
Even though the Internet connection is often shared among
several users, it does not take into account repetitive accesses to the same resources. The same webpage or
YouTube video is being downloaded again and again by
diﬀerent users even though it has not changed since last
visit.
The browsing session is usually performed in subsequent
peaks. The Internet link is idle most of the time when
the user reads a downloaded webpage or during the night
and is overloaded when the user decides to access another
webpage. There are almost no “background” jobs taking
advantage of slow and intermittent (but ﬂat-rate) link [7].
Another aspect is that users surf on their own. However,
a group of users, e.g., students in a computer class, share
interests and information needs and could take advantage
of collaborative surﬁng to achieve their goals more quickly
and eﬃciently [10]. If a valuable resource is identiﬁed by
a group member, others can be notiﬁed about it [9].
We propose a solution for improving utilization of slow
and intermittent connection by addressing all these weak
points in its usage.
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2. Related work
Diﬀerent software solutions have been proposed to utilize available Internet connection. The most common
approach is to cache downloaded Web content on the
client side, by the browser itself. User’s requests for already cached objects are then resolved almost immediately without the need to use the available connection.
Most Web browsers use the Least Recently Used algorithm to free space in cache if needed. It keeps track of
all objects in cache and when there is a need for more free
space, it deletes the least recently used one [11].
Another approach to minimize latency is by application of
a prefetching algorithm on proxy server which client Web
browsers connect to. The algorithm predicts users’ next
requests from currently visited webpage and advises proxy
server to cache all the required objects before the real
requests come. The prediction is based on users’ browsing
history, e.g., in the Refererrer Graph algorithm [4].
Caching and prefetching algorithms may also be implemented on the server side. Resolving requests of multiple
clients on the same local proxy server with a larger dataset
enables to minimize latency more than if it was done just
locally [8].

3. OwNet Concept Overview
The concept of our OwNet solution is aimed at utilizing
the available Internet connection by introducing an intermediary between the client applications (e.g., a browser)
and the connection. This intermediary operates upon requests from client applications and responses from Web
servers in order to deliver required functionality and experience. More precisely, it provides:
• advanced caching mechanism which prevents downloading the same content multiple times,
• intelligent prefetching to pro-actively download webpages of user’s interest (user’s next step) during the
idle time resulting in perception of having a faster
Internet connection,
• collaborative tools such as explicit webpages ratings
and recommendations by and for a micro-community
(e.g., students of same class).
The concept is implemented as a hierarchy of three modules communicating with each other using client-server
architecture. These modules are (as shown on Figure 1):
local client proxy application, local server proxy application, central service.

within an organization with a local-network-only access to
this cache. Local server proxy gathers browsing history
from multiple users and enables each client to prefetch
visited objects which were not visited yet by this client.
Connecting clients to the local server also brings advantages of collaborative tools.
The last module in proposed hierarchy is the central service which is accessed by local servers over the Internet,
mainly for recommendations on which cache objects to
update. Central service is connected using a fast Internet
connection and is also faster in terms of computing performance. In addition to cache update information, it is also
capable of routing local servers to enable communication
between them. For instance, physically distanced schools
may share information sources, or government agencies
may distribute variety of surveys to local servers and thus
reach individual users. If the local client proxy application
is not connected to a local server, it can connect directly
to the central service.

4. Web Content Caching in OwNet
Caching of Web content is one of the most eﬀective ways
for minimizing network traﬃc. It allows us to save bandwidth, reduce latency and, if implemented locally, provide
a way to access cached objects oﬄine. In our project we
mostly deal with local or client-side cache, that can be
accessed without Internet connection.
One of the main issues when using a cache is to determine
when a speciﬁc cache entry should be invalidated and/or
refreshed by re-downloading it from the Web. Another
issue is that cache cannot be left to grow endlessly as it
could easily take over all the free disk space.

4.1 Caching Algorithm
We have come up with an algorithm that periodically
ranks cached objects by their cache hits and removes the
ones with the lowest rank. The interval should be set
depending on the expected traﬃc. Each cache access is
uniquely identiﬁed with a number according to the sequence of accesses. Cached objects store the identiﬁer of
their ﬁrst access and also a counter of how many times
they were accessed. The global identiﬁer of the last cache
access (L), the identiﬁer of the ﬁrst access of the cached
object (CF ) and the counter of accesses of the cached object (CC ) are used to calculate the rank (CR ) for each
cached object using formula (1).

CR =
Local client proxy application is responsible for handling requests from client applications, e.g., Web browser.
Locating the client proxy on a user’s computer enables
manipulation of results and resolving his or her requests
almost immediately, as caching and prefetching can be
applied. Local client proxy application also provides intranet portal to access collaborative tools and other functionalities, such as search within cached webpages. Users
use their Web browser to access the Web in the same way
they would without using our solution.
Local client proxy applications connect to a local server
proxy application, preferably within a same organization, e.g., in a school. This enables caching of Web content

CC
L − CF + 1

(1)

This rank can be calculated for each cached object in a
single database query. If we order the results of this query
by their rank, we can easily ﬁlter out a required number
of cached objects to gain enough of free space.
To assign smaller ranks to new cached objects, the counter
of cache accesses in formula (1) can be replaced by a number incremented adaptively after each visit based on the
count of previous accesses by a value between 0 and 1.
Thus, new cached objects would have a smaller advantage compared to older cached objects.
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Figure 1: OwNet modules and their functionalities.

4.1.1 Evaluation
We compared the eﬃciency of our algorithm with the
Least Recently Used algorithm (LRU) and Greedy-DualSize-Frequency algorithm (GDSF) [2, 3]. In the simulation, we used web traces from the University of California, Berkeley 1 , containing 2,599,049 requests from 6,037
unique clients with a total response size of 15,661,492,343
bytes.
The results can be seen in Table 1.
Our algorithm produced slightly better cache hit ratio
and cache byte hit ratio than the LRU algorithm. An
advantage of our algorithm over the LRU algorithm is
that periodically accessed cached objects are kept longer,
as LRU prefers recently used cached objects. Neither our
nor the LRU algorithm take the size of cached objects
into consideration.
We also evaluated an implementation of the GDSF algorithm, which is an algorithm designed for Web proxies. It
ranks objects in cache by their size, number of accesses
and time of their last access. The evaluation resulted in
cache hit and cache byte hit ratios that were superior to
our algorithm and the LRU algorithm.
Based on this evaluation, we decided to implement the
GDSF algorithm in our solution.

4.2 Updating Cache
Cache invalidation and checking for changes can be quite
demanding for computing power and the connection bandwidth. There is no way to tell at which point a certain
cached object should be refreshed as websites on the Web
1

Source: http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/html/contrib/UCB.homeIP-HTTP.html [accessed 2012-03-16]

Table 1: Evaluation of cache algorithms based on
cache hits and cache byte hits. We also give results for a cache size that didn’t require any objects to be deleted (referred to as Unlimited).
Algorithm Cache hit ratio Cache byte hit ratio
Unlimited
67,88%
66,17%
LRU
57,3%
56,85%
OwNet
59,81%
58,95%
GDSF
62,13%
59,37%

do not follow any rules and change their content at any
time.
Cached objects are stored on local client and also on local server proxy applications, which are responsible for
updating the cache. To determine which cached objects
should be updated, the local server proxy communicates
with the central service.
Local servers aggregate cache access logs from their client
proxy applications and report them to the central service. Cache access logs contain information about new
or updated cached objects and accesses to these cached
objects.
When a report is received on the central service, new and
updated objects are downloaded right away to get approximately the same version as the reporting server has.
The central service counts accesses to cached objects and
when the latest version of a cached object is accessed more
than the predeﬁned minimum number of times, an update
is planned on the central service.
Cached objects on the central service have a calculated
update interval that needs to pass between their last and
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next update. The interval is calculated depending on
whether there were any changes in previous cache updates. The current implementation looks at the last three
updates to cached objects and their update intervals to
calculate the next update interval.
Independently of receiving reports from local servers, the
central service downloads planned updates, compares them
to their previous versions and if there is a change, it creates an update recommendation for local server. Local
servers periodically ask the central service whether there
are any new recommended updates. If so, they keep the
information and download the updates in time when their
Internet connection is least used.
When a cached object on a local server is updated, there
still might be outdated versions of the cached object on
connected client proxy applications. To get rid of those,
the client proxy applications periodically ask the local
server for a list of updated cached objects, check if they
have older versions of the objects and if they do, they
remove them.

5. Web Content Prefetching in OwNet
Prefetching the Web content before it is requested may
induce latency reduction by more than 50% [8].

5.1 User Model
We have based our prefetching method on the Referrer
Graph algorithm [4] which builds a graph from recorded
browsing history. The algorithm considers the complexity
of the Web content (i.e., webpages are not plain text ﬁles
only but rather a collection of texts, embedded media,
linked scripts, etc.) by diﬀerentiating between objects requested by user and objects required by Web browser to
complete user’s requests. In OwNet, we use the prediction method of user’s next steps from the Referrer Graph
algorithm, but we have decided to simplify the graph and
not to keep track of every requested Web object.
The graph contains nodes that represent webpages requested and accessed by user only. The nodes are valued
by number of user’s visits and edges with number of user’s
traverses of hyperlinks. The graph with browsing history
is gathered on the local server proxy application, so we
may distinguish between users and model their history
individually. Moreover, we take into account information
about particular webpages given explicitly by users via
collaborative tools. Explicit ratings of webpages increase
their value within an evaluation made by our prefetching
algorithm. Webpages which have not been periodically
visited, but have been positively rated by multiple users,
may become more important than regularly visited webpages with no or lower rating.
It is important to note that when working with single
user’s browsing history only, existing prefetching algorithms are able to prefetch any object only if it has already been captured in this history. However, by gathering browsing history from multiple users prefetching algorithm may also provide content that a user has not yet
visited. We have applied neighbour-based collaborative
ﬁltering method [5] to ﬁnd similar users to enhance user’s
history by (not yet included) webpages visited by other
users. The prefetching algorithm is then able to prefetch
new Web content because it is included in the user’s history.

5.2 Prediction Algorithm
When user accesses webpage which is already stored in
the graph, we predict user’s next steps using formula (2).
Prediction ti of user’s traverse to each next webpage i,
accessible from the current webpage, is evaluated by combining user’s rating for it tri and transition conﬁdence tfi
(evaluated by the Referrer Graph algorithm), α constant
is set to 0.6.

ti = αtri + (1 − α)tfi

(2)

5.3 Prefetching Using a Simulation of Browsing
Local client proxy application receives predictions of user’s
next steps from the local server (see Figure 1) and downloads them when the available Internet connection is not
currently used by user. The webpages link to many embedded objects and because we do not keep track of them
in the graph, prefetching would not induce the expected
latency reduction. That is why we simulate user’s access
to the predicted webpages by opening them in hidden Web
browser. The webpage is downloaded in the same way as
the user would do it but without user’s control over the
download process. Local client proxy application receives
requests for embedded objects and downloads them to the
cache. The prefetched webpage is completely available in
the cache and thus accessible without using the Internet
connection.

5.4 Complexity Measure
We analysed space complexity of the graph we use for
prefetching in OwNet and compared it to two other existing solutions – Referrer Graph and Prediction By Partial
Match algorithms [1].
The results can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2: Space complexity measure and comparison of the graphs used for prefetching in OwNet,
Referrer Graph (RG) and Prediction By Partial
Match (PPM) algorithms.
Data
OwNet
RG
PPM
Users
O(p)
1
1
Nodes
O(n)
O(h + v)
O(nk )
Node Visits
O(pn)
O(h + v)
O(nk )
Edges
O(n2 ) O(hv + h2 ) O(nk)
Edge Traverses O(pn2 ) O(hv + h2 ) O(nk)

Our graph keeps track of each user’s visits of webpages
and traverses between them, but it does not distinguish
between object types like the Referrer Graph algorithm
does (h and v, n ≤ h). The Prediction By Partial Match
algorithm distinguishes between browsing sessions what
leads to its exponential space complexity.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we proposed OwNet – solution for enhancing
Web surﬁng experience, mainly in conditions of slow and
intermittent Internet connection.
We employ our own caching algorithm to save bandwidth
and reduce latency when fetching requested Web objects.
Being aware that our application will be used on older
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computers, we tried to optimize it to be light, simple
and eﬃcient. We also proposed a combination of existing
prefetching approaches to get an algorithms tailored to
our needs.
We also took indirect approach by applying collaborative
tools in our solution to solve the problem when users of
the same group browse individually. By recommending
and rating visited webpages they can direct others to the
result they were searching for.
OwNet solution consists of three modules which are individually independent but they complement one another.
For instance, employing the central service as a means to
ﬁnd out which cached objects are outdated, reduces the
load on local proxy servers and their Internet connection.
It ensures that cached objects are updated only if they
were changed on the Internet. On the other side, using
a single central service by multiple local server can lead
to a bottleneck eﬀect. This issue can be solved by using
multiple central services in places with a good Internet
connection or a high-performance cloud computing platform, e.g., Windows Azure or Amazon Web Services.
We contacted few Slovak NGOs that operate in rural areas
of Africa to discuss possibilities of OwNet deployment in
these places. Our oﬀer was warmly welcomed and we are
currently in progress of deploying OwNet to computer lab
in Nanyuki High Shool in Kenya. In addition, we have established a partnership with Institute of Information and
Prognoses of Education in Slovakia in order to propose
OwNet also to Slovak schools, which can also take advantage of its caching and collaborative features.
Acknowledgements. This work was partially supported
by the Slovak Research and Development Agency under
the contract No. APVV-0208-10.
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Abstract
Quantity of music metadata on the Web is raising with
high speed. It became a real challenge to keep quality of
metadata at reasonable level. In this paper we present a
game with a purpose called City Lights for music metadata validation, discuss possibilities to achieve more accurate results by using expert recognition and reevaluation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing; K.8 [Personal Computing]:
Games

Keywords
game with a purpose, human computing, multimedia, music information retrieval, metadata validation

1. Introduction
The need for multimedia metadata used in categorization
and search is today’s actual issue. The general groups of
approaches to acquire metadata are: (1) automatic acquisition, (2) crowdsourcing or (3) experts involvement.
However, even after their combination, the results are not
always correct and we need to validate acquired metadata.
Our work focus on music and music metadata validation.
The only way to do the validation of gained metadata
is to use human labor, which people are not willing to
do for free. To motivate people, we propose Game with a
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purpose (GWAP) called City Lights 1 . The game provides
fun as a suﬃcient motivation for crowds to spend time by
validating annotations. GWAPs are games being used
to solve problems that machines cannot solve accurately
enough, but humans can solve them without a hard eﬀort.
The ﬁrst games with a purpose were created by Luis von
Ahn. ESP Game was a multi-player labeling game for
acquiring image annotations [3], Tagatune was a game
which obtained music metadata by player’s input agreement [1]. Morton et. al. presented Moodswings, which
obtained mood of songs [2] by mapping mood into 2D
graph. Besides multiplayer games, there have been different approaches too - Šimko et. al. presented a singleplayer game for creating folksonomy-like network relationships [4]. By analyzing the existing solutions we decided
to focus on following aspects of our GWAP: (1) attractive
level design and simple gameplay, (2) proper and motivating scoring and (3) building up a player base.

2. Music metadata validation
Our game focuses on validation of existing music tags.
Player is given several sets of fetched tags; each set relates to diﬀerent song. She then hears a part of a song
and has to decide, which of the given sets relates to song
she is listening to (and gains or looses points respectively).
Using her decision, the game is able to determine correctness (support) of the presented song-tag relations. Design
of the game interface is shown at Figure 1. Unlike other
GWAPs, the game does not suﬀer from cold-start problem [4], because of its single-player design and no need for
initial player base.
Each tag starts with initial value of 0 (support) and every
player action moves it up or down. Tag is validated/removed when it reaches preset support limit. After a
player’s attempt, there are two possible scenarios. Incorrect attempt, when (1) provided tags for the song being played may not be accurate enough or/and (2) tags
for diﬀerent song are accidentally better describing, than
provided ones. Player has option to mark tags which persuaded her to select wrong set - they become possible tags
for song being played. After an correct attempt, player
has possibility to mark tags that misled him. Considering bonus as a motivation, we assume that player marked
most of misleading tags and tags not marked are correct we alter support of every tag according to its status. Even
when the game works with tag sets, it is able to evaluate
tags separately (possible by random tag selection in every
game).
1

accessible at http://bit.ly/city-lights
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• Time needed to make a correct decision. Value can
vary because of diﬀerent quality of tags and should
to be decided by comparison other players times.
• Number of tags needed for a correct attempt. An
expert should be able to make a correct decision
even with the low number of given tags.
• Success rate in choosing correct annotation sets.
• Number of higher (and successful) bets. By placing
bets player states conﬁdence about the attempt.

Figure 1: Game interface: music player (left),
game board (centre), tags container (right), game
log (bottom), window for tag marking (on top)

The power of our game lies in possibility to validate tags
without mentioned optional steps, just by considering level
of certainty stated by player in attempt and its correctness. However we encourage players not to ignore optional
actions by giving them score rewards for completing them.

3. Evaluation
We evaluated our method over 150 songs and 100 annotations for each song. Annotations were fetched from
public LastFM database and song previews were played
from 7Digital library. We generated ﬁve diﬀerent rounds
and introduced game to ﬁve test subjects (both male and
female in age of 18-30). The experiment contained 20
counted rounds in total. Every set of tags contained four
random tags.
We were able to distinguish annotations according to their
quality even with scoring rules to be set very strictly. By
only 20 player rounds we got rid of annotations such as:
elotmbgmegamixx, test, nice, favorite, good lyrics, fab, etc.
These are either very subjective tags or complete nonsense. On the other hand we validated tags as: female
vocalists, love, british, singer - songwriter, pop rock, etc.
Some are subjective, but usable at global scale and some
are objective and should be validated.

4. Discussion and future work
Our game is able to validate the tags even after couple of
rounds, which makes our approach really eﬀective. However, we consider several future work issues to achieve
more accurate results.
As ﬁrst, player expertise should be considered. If we consider genre as an attribute of player, we could prevent a
situation where the player does not understand the meaning of genre-speciﬁc tag and can therefore hinder the tag
validation process. There are two scenarios to achieve
this: (1) let the player choose her favourite genre and
provide generic genre songs or (2) use data gathered by
music social networks and provide songs of player’s taste,
which could increase her enjoyment and raise quality of
obtained results because of familiar tag domain.
Knowing that a player is familiar with certain music domain, we can further measure his level of expertise. The
following features could be considered:

After the separation of expert players from common ones,
we can improve our results by retrospective reevaluation
of ﬁnished games by simulating recorded games with different parameters (prefer recognized experts). With the
knowledge of expert actions we can diﬀerentiate tags support changes and let actions of expert players have bigger
impact on these changes over generic actions. If some
players try to manipulate game outputs, we can ignore
them (and their actions) completely.
As mentioned, special features have to be presented to
motivate players to play the game and to return in the
future (some are used in most of GWAPs, some are gamespeciﬁc and were proposed by players themselves). In our
future work, we aim to focus speciﬁcally on:
• Separate per-genre scoring. By separating genres
and high-scores charts, players are motivated to explore unknown songs, which increases their excitement and makes the game usable in multiple genres.
• Diﬀerent game modes. Variety of game possibilities
is neccessary in order to maintain the fun eﬀect. Besides classic mode we propose “Endless game” (game
path length is not predeﬁned constant) and “Fast
game” (usage of one tag only instead of whole set).
• Tokens for one-time access to special features. Diversity and usage of bonus items helps the game
in achieving its goals - game encourages players to
fullﬁl its goals and rewards them for that with tokens. They can be used for in-game song skipping,
importing of own songs, nickname change etc.
• Multiplayer mode. Even when high-scores charts
are present, players demand direct comparison with
others.
Acknowledgements. This work was partially supported
by the Slovak Research and Development Agency under
the contract No. APVV-0208-10.
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Abstract
Current technologies include Tablet PCs with new input
- touch-screen display with stylus offer different types of
electronic presentation systems. This allows teachers and
students to modify the educational materials, but students are still not active in the education process. In
addition, the presentation systems are implemented more
generally and the lecturer has to prepare all materials and
pictures before his/her presentation. This paper presents
a new interactive electronic educational system that uses
Tablet PC, primarily targeted for design and test topics. This system allows integration of interactive work
with students based on real-time textual and graphical
anonymous polls. The developed presentation system was
evaluated and shows very good and useful feedback from
students.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.3.2 [Computers and Education]: Computer and Information Science Educations

Keywords
electronic interactive system, education, design and test,
polls

1. Introduction
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able for teachers and more attractive for students. Teachers can involve many interesting materials, techniques and
figures into their lectures. They can add remarks, figures
or highlight important things by hand into the presentation. Also students can write comments into the lecture
materials. If a teacher or a lecturer concentrates his/her
presentation only on giving students as many materials as
possible it will not be beneficial to students. The teacher
has to be in active contact with students during the lecture and he/she needs a feedback from them. This can
be achieved by anonymous tests or questionnaires. There
are some electronic educational systems with the mentioned functionalities. Using such systems the teacher
can work together with students over a defined problem
or examples. The best way is to distribute an example
or a question to the students, wait for students’ answers
and evaluate them with important comments to the best
and worst results. Such examples or questions should be
anonymous for giving the teacher helpful feedback on the
students’ knowledge. Such type of electronic presentation
systems use Tablet PCs, the best technical tool for interactive communication and using specific pen - stylus for
writing on the touch-screen display [1, 2, 3].
Some of the well known systems for electronic presentation using Tablet PCs are e.g. Classroom Presenter [4],
DyKnow Vision [5], WIMBA [6], InkSurvey [7] and the
system FitBoard [8] which are shortly described in the
next session.
The paper presents a new presentation system with possibility to work with students during lectures. The system was developed for topics as design and test of digital
circuits. The paper is organized as follows. The first
section describes three selected electronic education systems. The second one describes requirements, structure
and functionality of the proposed presentation system.
The developed and implemented system and its structure
is presented in the third section and the next one describes
experiments with this system. The paper is concluded
with summary and future works.

2.

Related Work

The Classroom Presenter [4] has been developed at the
University of Washington. This academic presentation
tool was primary developed for evaluating Tablet PCs in
education process during lectures. It allows lecturers to
work with materials by using different basic functions for
stylus, gum eraser, felt pen in various colours and linewidths. This functions help teacher to explain the lecture
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more clearly. User interface of this system is very simple
and intuitive with emphasis on good visualization. Classroom Presenter can open PowerPoint 2003, Open XML
presentations and its own binary format. Saving of modified presentations is supported only into its own format,
which is incompatible with other applications or any other
software. Application supports distribution of the information from the main PC with the presentation to other
connected PCs (students’ Tablet PCs). Such connectivity
and functionality allows students to follow teacher’s presentation on their own PC and to make remarks and useful comments. Besides, the students can answer questions
asked by teacher using built-in program interface. Communication between the teacher and the students can be
realized through an existing or own internal network.
DyKnow Vision [5] is a commercial tool for electronic presentation like Classroom Presenter. It offers tools and
functions for displaying screens and presentations. It also
allows joint cooperation of students over one display screen.
DyKnow offers a new interesting function - possibility to
copy presentation with some remarks done by teachers
using stylus or hands on display. DyKnow Vision also
supports importing presentation files from Office PowerPoint. The main problem of using the DyKnow Vision is
time licenses for this application from the DyKnow company for individual computers. Best possibility is to use
licensed school computers, but then students cannot use
it outside of the school or on their personal computers.
The InkSurvey tool [7] is implemented in the web environment and primarily has been developed for examination. These can be realized using traditional multi-choice
tests or drawing a simple picture. It is used in academic
environment and allows different types of learning. A
sequence of questions can be activated for all students.
Students that mastered basic level of questions can continue to the higher level of questions. This functionality is
suitable for the following type of teaching - JiTT (Just in
Time Teaching), education based on interaction of tasks
on web and active students in a class room.
The Classroom Presenter and DyKnow Vision allow interactive presentation in the form of presenting with writing
and drawing something into the prepared lecture materials before a lecture. Questions or tests during interruption of the lecture need to be prepared as imported
materials in an application and stored in a special format. Users of these systems are constrained by functions
and requirements of the selected application. This disadvantage was eliminated in the new proposed electronic
presentation system allowing dynamic interactions during
a presentation. The next issue is a network model. The
Classroom Presenter uses the local centralized model. It
means that server for students’ connection has to run directly on lecture’s computer and it can be overloaded by
clients’ communications. It is the second disadvantage
of the application because it depends on the number of
connected students (clients). The application was developed with small hardware requirements thus more connected students can cause network overloading, mainly
if wireless connection is in use. The main advantage of
this model is independence on the used environment. Adhoc network or an existing local network can be used for
common communication created by the users’ computers
involved in the common process.
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All available systems/applications offer general usage. If
we want to use the selected presentation system for a specific topic, we need to prepare an automatic support and
specific libraries. Our goal is concentrated to design and
test of digital circuits. The new system has been developed with network support and libraries for logical circuits design and test and it is described in the next section.

3.

A new presentation system

One of the requirements is for new interactive presentation system is the creation of a library with basic and
complex logical cells, graphical models of digital circuits
using these basic cells. Such library is not supported in
the previously described presentation systems (they use
only graphical schemes drawn by hand [8, 9, 10]). Besides of the graphical tools and network support, it was
necessary to solve presentation formats. The previous
and mentioned presentation systems work with PowerPoint and own native binary formats. Usability of various
formats during and after presentation was the second requirement for the newly developed system. The proposed
system has to work with any application and format that
can be presented on the display and modified presentation has to be saved as PDF file. The third requirement
is usage of standard tools, like stylus, gum eraser and
felt pen for creation drawings and graphical schemes on
lecture’s slides or new added slides. The proposed and
implemented application allows creating digital circuits
in interactive ways. It means that the users can redesign
a digital circuit, i.e. add or delete some gates or lines. A
new digital circuit can be saved into the graphical library.
The basic window - one slide with question from on-line
presentation is in figure 1.

Figure 1: Example of the main window.

3.1

Implementation

Application for the new electronic presentation systems
was primarily designed for using with Tablet PCs. This
can be seen on user interface, which uses larger than normal buttons and the whole application can be used comfortably with just pen. The keyboard is only used for
writing text for polls. The polls can be prepared beforehand so during presentation, teacher doesn’t have to use
keyboard at all. This allows the most comfortable use of
application during presentation.
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Based on analysis of different tools and frameworks for
development, this application was implemented using Microsoft .NET Framework. User interface uses Windows
Presentation Foundation, which allows use of special interaction elements such as drawing canvas in the application.
The final application consists of one executable file and
additional library files used for extended functionality such
as file import - export. Shapes saved in a graphical library are also saved in a separate file. This allows users
to simply change the library file and get whole new set of
shapes.
The teacher and students use the same application which
results in simpler distribution. On application start user
selects mode in which he wishes to use the application.
Depending on his choice, certain required parts are run,
such as network server or network client (figure 2), and
user interface is optimized.

network was created by lecturer’s tablet. During test, up
to fifteen client computers were connected to presentation
at the same time. Presentation was running smoothly and
no connection problems were registered. Different types of
textual and graphical questions have been prepared during the regular lectures. The goal of these questions was to
acquire anonymous feedback from students to presented
and previous design and test topics. The lecture was dynamic, active and clearly showed knowledge and theoretical skills of students from the presented methods and
algorithms. After the end of the experiment, we received
positive feedback from students. According to them, user
interface was intuitive and they needed minimum time to
become familiar with using the application.

4.

Conclusion

Our new presentation system was developed directly for
education of design and test topics. The main advantages of the system are open graphical library for digital circuits and tools for creating and answering pools in
textual and graphical forms. Poll answers can be statistically evaluated and properly visualized. Future work is
mainly targeted on visualisation improvements and network subsystem tuning. Using the interactive functions
of the developed presentation system is mainly suitable
for specific courses with smaller number of students when
the aswers to exercises can be effectively explained by the
teacher.
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Abstract
Personalized recommendation is well researched area, but
the group recommendation still needs to be explored. In
this paper we propose an idea of approach for the single
user recommendation based on the principles of the group
recommendation. We explore several setting of such an
approach in order to the group size or the number of similar users used for the recommendation. Experiments are
performed over the standard MovieLens dataset and proposed approach is compared to the standard collaborative recommender. Obtained results support hypothesis
that proposed approach brings statistically significant improvement and thus can be used for the standard recommendation.
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H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval; D.3.4 [Information Storage
and Retrieval]: Systems and Software—user profiles
and alert services

Keywords
Group recommendation, collaborative recommendation,
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1. Introduction
Personalized recommendation is intensively studied area
in the last years. The need for the web adaptation increases day by day as users are experiencing information
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overload. Similarly, the second side - business tries to
increase profits or visits of web sites. Personalised recommendation is the most used approach to satisfy both users and business.
Historically, several approaches have been proposed for
the recommendation task. The content-based recommendation uses the similarity between recommended items.
The similarity can be computed based on several aspects
as simple text similarity, or various enhancements for specific domains as news have been proposed [4], [9]. The
second and still more and more used approach is collaborative recommendation [8]. This approach instead
of content similarity takes advantage of user’s similarity, which is usually computed based on user’s rating or
user’s context [10]. While these approaches are designed
for the single-user environment, in the last years the phenomenon of social networking and mobile devices bring us
to the increasing demand for recommendations designed
for groups of users. In the group recommendation we use
inter-group relations in order to provide sufficient recommendation for the whole group.
Various approaches for the personalized recommendation
have been proposed in the literature. Hand by hand with
the social activity over the web increase; the group recommendation is more popular and researched. Most of the
proposed approaches deal with the TV or music domain,
as these are activities which are usually performed in the
group of users. The classic example of such a system
is MusicFX [7], which was designed to influence a music
played in the gym by actual present users. Intrigue [1]
recommends tourist information around Torino city and
thus helps to plan tour, which is interesting for the whole
group of visitors.
In this paper we propose an idea of the novel approach
of usage the group recommendation approach to generate recommendations for single-user environment. Our
hypothesis is that, including such principles of group recommendation can bring variety of generated recommendations and thus improve the quality of recommendation.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we provide
a short introduction into the group recommendation, the
idea of proposed approach is described in section 3. The
evaluation we performed is described in section 4.

2.

Group recommendation

Thanks to the social networking increase, the number of
domains characterised by the group of users instead of sin-
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gle users is increasing. Not only movie or TV/programs
recommendation for several viewers but also digital libraries, e-learning systems or task recommendation in
games with purpose have been proposed [3].
Broadly speaking, while the standard single user recommendation tries to satisfy actual user needs, the group
recommendation based on the used strategy and the goal
of the recommendation tries to maximize satisfaction of
every user of the group.
One of the most important inputs of every recommender
method is a user model [2]. In the context of group recommendation, the user model is enhanced to the group
preference model. In order to provide one list of recommended items for the whole group, some kind of aggregation has to be performed. Two basic approaches for the
aggregation are widely used:
• User preferences aggregation - aggregation strategy
is applied to the single user profiles and thus one
group preference user model is constructed.
• User recommendation aggregation - firstly the single
user recommendation are constructed for every user
from the group. Next these recommendation are
aggregated into one list, presented to the group.
It is clear that aggregating user models and generating
recommendation list from such a group profile allows us
to reflect complex social aspects and inner processes of the
group. Generally, the aggregation of single user profiles
brings better results [5].
Several aggregation strategies have been proposed in the
literature [6]. When the standard plurality voting is used,
several users can be highly unsatisfied. Strategies when
the majority of users is taking into account (average, dictatorship etc.) are generally considered as strategies without minimal satisfaction.

3. Group to single-user recommendation
We propose the method which extends the task of group
recommendation described above to the single-user recommendation. The aggregation of single user profiles in
order to obtain one group profile combines user preferences and also in some settings can introduce variety,
which can be interesting from the recommendation improvement point of view.
The main difference between classic single-user collaborative recommendation process is that we recommend
not based on user similarity, but based on the similarity
between users and group to which is the user assigned.
Thanks to various settings as group size or inner-group
similarity it is possible to control and improve results in
order to fulfil specific goal - obtain various results, of to focus on specific interest area. Proposed approach consists
of three basics steps:
1. Generating of groups. Every user is assigned to the
virtual group. These groups are generated based on
inter-group similarity, which is computed as average of user to user similarities. Primary, we construct groups using average strategy, which takes

users’ preferences (ratings) and calculates the average rating of specific item for the whole group.
Likewise, various group sizes can be constructed,
while it is clear that larger groups should increase
the variety of recommended items and vice versa.
2. Similarity computation between created groups and
other users. This is similar to standard collaborative recommendation but not user to user similarity
however user to group similarity is computed. For
the task of similarity computation, we propose standard widely used cosine similarity. In this manner
we obtain list of most similar user for specific group
based on the average ratings within the group.
3. Generating recommendation for the specific user of
the group, whose preferences are represented as the
average of the group (by a virtual user) instead of
concrete user preferences. The recommendation approach is similar as the single-user collaborative approach. We look for the most visited items by the
similar users, which were not visited by the user
to whom the recommendation is generated. These
items are reordered based on the number of visits
and highest rating obtained.

4. Evaluation
As there are several aspects, which can influence the approach outcome, we investigate the influence of specific
parameters as the group size or the neighbourhood of
the similar user. We developed recommender system,
which is based on proposed group recommendation approach. Similarly, we developed standard collaborative
recommender, in order to compare expected improvements.
For the experiments we use the MovieLens 100k dataset,
which is widely used as the gold standard dataset for recommender systemsŠ evaluation. The dataset consists of
100 000 ratings (scale 1-5) from 943 users on 1682 items
(minimal 20 ratings per user). The dataset was split into
train (80%) and test data (20%). In addition, 5 fold cross
validation was performed.
We involved several metrics widely used for recommender
system’s evaluation. The Precision@3 and Precision@10
are computed as standard Precision metrics for the top 3
and top 10 recommended items respectively. Correspondingly, we computed the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and
the Root Mean Absolute Error (RMSE) in order to measure predicted ratings. While the RMSE prefers more and
small errors, the MAE prefers larger and few errors.
Firstly, we focus on the user and group similarity. The
groups were generated randomly. For every group size
(3-7 members) we generated groups with various innergroups similarities (0.0-0.5). The inner-group similarity
was computed as the average of the user to user similarity.
Next we experimented with the group size and with the
number of similar users used for the recommendation.
As the collaborative approach uses the similar users to
predict the user’s interest, we created recommendations
based on several user sets (1-101 similar users). The results clearly show that the standard collaborative recommender brings the best results based on 41 similar
users, while our proposed recommender brings better results when the size of similar users’ set is between 91 and
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Table 1: Results of proposed single-user group
approach for 3 and 10 top recommended items
compared to the standard collaborative approach
(Std.).
Gr.
size
3
4
5
6
7
Avg.
Std.

P@3
0.42
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.38
0.39
0.3819

Top 3
MAE
0.51
0.48
0.48
0.48
0.47
0.49
0.48

RMSE
0.42
0.40
0.40
0.39
0.38
0.40
0.40

P@10
0.32
0.31
0.30
0.30
0.29
0.30
0.27

Top 10
MAE RMSE
0.61
0.52
0.60
0.51
0.59
0.50
0.59
0.50
0.58
0.49
0.59
0.50
0.59
0.51

101. Because the interests of a single user are more clearly
expressed when standard recommendation is used, the decreasing trend over the similar user set size of precision
can be observed.
Finally we compared results of the proposed approach
(the top 3 and top 10) to standard collaborative approach.
As we can see (Table 1) while the precision of proposed
approach is decreasing with the size of the group used for
recommendation, MAE and RMSE is improving with the
group size. This is an expected result, while it is clear
that the more users can predict the expected rating more
accurately. From the other hand, the difference between
predicted ratings over various group sizes is very small
and in the average it is almost identical to the standard
collaborative approach. When compared the best performer (group size 3 and 91 similar users, ratings considered as positive feedback >=3) to the standard approach,
our proposed approach brings the improvement more than
11.5% for the P@3 and 10.4% for the top P@10 recommendation respectively. This is a huge improvement for
the recommender approach and thus indicates that proposed approach can be used for the task of single user
recommendation.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we proposed an idea of the single user recommender based on the group recommendation principles.
The user is assigned to the virtual group, based on the
user to user similarity. For every group are single user’s
preferences aggregated in order to create one user model
-”virtual” user preferences. For groups (virtual users) are
standard user to user similarities computed and then the
collaborative recommendation constructed.
Our results of experiments support our hypothesis, that
proposed approach overcomes the standard collaborative
recommendation. We compared three aggregation approaches for the group preferences computation.
Our approach do not consider items’ content, so various
domains can be used for the recommendation. In the
same way, the process of the group construction can be
not random (based on the inner-group similarity), but
various social aspects can be used. This is useful in order to overcome some standard recommender systems’
shortcomings as the cold start, while the group can be
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constructed based on other information as social networks,
moreover natural groups (real life) can be considered.
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Abstract
Visual vocabularies can be used in computer vision tasks
including image classification and object recognition. Performance of methods which use visual vocabularies is dependent on multiple factors, such as the feature type used,
vocabulary size and construction method. In this paper,
we present an evaluation of visual vocabularies of varying
sizes and four types of feature descriptors, including SIFT
and SURF. We compare the performance of vocabularies
constructed using k-means clustering and self-organizing
(Kohonen) map. The performance of given clustering
methods and descriptor types in terms of accuracy and
speed is evaluated on our sign recognition method used
for detecting hazardous signs in high resolution images.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4.7 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Feature Measurement—feature representation; I.5.2 [Pattern
Recognition]: Design Methodology—pattern analysis;
I.5.3 [Pattern Recognition]: Clustering—algorithms

Keywords
object recognition, feature descriptor, clustering, visual
vocabulary, visual words

1. Introduction
Methods based on visual vocabularies (also called “codebooks”) are becoming increasingly popular in the field
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of computer vision, especially for object recognition tasks.
The main principle of visual vocabulary is to construct
a codebook of common image features, like corners, blobs
or highly textured areas. These common features are then
called visual words and are used for further processing instead of individual features.
The visual vocabulary is commonly constructed by quantizing the feature space using clustering algorithms into
clusters. The centers of these clusters are the visual words.
The quantization of feature space creates a metaphor,
which allows natural text processing techniques to be used
in computer vision tasks. Examples of such techniques
are bag of words [12], probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA) [4] and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [8].
These methods are often used for image categorization
(portrait, landscape, cars, . . . ) and object recognition.
We perform the evaluation on our object recognition algorithm, which uses the structure of pairs of visual words
on a training image to locate and identify it in a target
image. The algorithm supports the detection of an object
under varying scale and rotation, which are determined
using a generalized Hough voting process [1].
Our previous work (Sec. 2) resulted in the consideration
of further possible improvements. Especially we see the
potential in the use of other, more appropriate descriptors
and other clustering methods, mainly in applying clustering methods which exploit the relationship between similar visual words. This led to the idea of applying selforganizing Kohonen map (SOM) in the process of visual
vocabulary creation. This paper presents series of experiments which are based on the codebook generation by
SOM compared with previously presented K-means clustering methods in combination with further descriptors
like Daisy and “Normalized image patch”.

2. Object Recognition Using Pairs of Words
This section briefly introduces our object recognition method [3], which uses a visual vocabulary to identify visual
words in an image and uses the structure of pairs of visual
words to identify and locate a (possibly small) object in
the image.
Our method was used to locate hazardous signs in an
image for safety applications like traffic monitoring. Unlike other visual vocabulary based methods, our method
concentrates on identifying different instances (individ-
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Figure 1: Our sign recognition method based on
pairs of visual words. Left to right: an example
sign; a pair of visual words w1 , w2 with length and
angle; the fingerprint of a sign; a sign is correctly
detected on an image.

ual signs) instead of object category (“hazardous signs”).
Therefore our method has to identify the differences between individual signs. The signs may be arbitrarily scaled
and rotated in the image.
We use pairs of visual words to learn the structure of every sign (essentially creating a fingerprint), and then use
pairs in the image to identify possible scale and rotation
of the sign in the image. We then use this information to
select relevant word pairs and use them to locate the sign.
For every pair of visual words in the training sign, we store
the words w1 , w2 , their distance d and angle α. To detect
the sign, a two-stage voting process based on Hough transform is used. An overview of the process is illustrated in
Fig. 1.
The first stage of the process is to determine a possible
rotation and scale of the sign in the image. First, feature points are located in the query image and are described using the feature descriptor. Then they are assigned words using the visual vocabulary. Given each pair
of visual words in the target image, a corresponding training entry (w1 , w2 , d, α) is looked up based on (w1 , w2 ).
The remaining values (d, α) are used to construct relative
coordinates for the voting process. In our method, we only
consider scale ratios [0.5−2] times the training image size,
and rotations of ±30◦ . Word pairs that are outside this
range are discarded. Pairs that match the criteria then
vote in a Hough accumulator for a concrete scale and rotation. The reasoning behind this voting process is that
the relative rotation and scale will be almost the same
for all pairs belonging to the sign. The highest value in
the accumulator represents the most common transform.
Pairs that vote near the winning transform are passed
to the second stage of Hough voting based on their position. The reason for this is that there may be ambiguous matches, but matches related to the sign are located
close together. Furthermore, only the centroid of these
pairs vote, because the centroid will be closer to the center of the sign. A sign is identified as detected if enough
pairs pass the final voting. The voting space is visualized
in Fig. 2. The levels of gray represent the number of votes
for the given parameters.
Our method employs an “early exit” for sign detection –
if not enough visual word pairs pass any stage, the sign
is marked as not detected and any further processing is
abandoned. This is an optimization which increases performance with bigger vocabularies, because they are more
specific and rule out irrelevant pairs earlier.
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Figure 2: Detail of the Hough voting space. Black
represents no votes, white represents the most
votes. Left: scale and rotation phase based on
quantized rotations (by 1◦ ) and scale (by 0.05 scale
points). Right: determination of the position of
the sign using selected points. Space is quantized into blocks whose size is the detected scale
of the sign.

Figure 3: The feature descriptors evaluated in this
paper. Left to right: a) SIFT descriptor b) SURF
descriptor d) Daisy descriptor c) Normalized image patch.

3.

Evaluated Local Feature Descriptors

In this paper, we evaluate four floating point feature descriptors. These descriptors transform image features into
vectors of floating point numbers. The descriptors are
used to describe the image features (preferably) invariant to various distortions, like rotation, scale change and
illumination changes. The descriptors are illustrated in
Fig. 3.

3.1

Scale-Invariant Feature Transform

The first evaluated descriptor is the Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [7] (Fig. 3a). The algorithm consists of a feature detector and a feature descriptor.
The feature detector uses Difference of Gaussians (DoG)
to identify local extrema in scale space, which are usually
highly repeatable image features. The detector identifies the position (x, y), scale and rotation of the feature.
The descriptor then calculates the histogram of gradient
orientations in a 4 × 4 bins of oriented grid surrounding the feature point. Values are then normalized. In
each bin, 8 orientations are calculated, which means that
the resulting descriptor is a vector of 128 floating point
numbers.
To evaluate the performance in a controlled environment,
the image features detected by the DoG detector of the
SIFT algorithm were used for every other description algorithm. We use a GPU implementation of the SIFT
descriptor1 to increase efficiency of the description,

3.2

Speeded-Up Robust Features

Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) [2] is a fast alternative to SIFT algorithm, and uses several speed enhance1

SiftGPU: A GPU Implementation of Scale Invariant Feature Transform, http://cs.unc.edu/∼ccwu/siftgpu
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ments over SIFT. It uses a Fast-Hessian detector based
on integral images in detection phase, which allows it to
find interest points quicker. In description phase, it does
not calculate histogram of orientations, but uses simple
sums of pixel values (Fig. 3b). The original descriptor provides 64 floats, but in our experiments, we use GPU implementation of an extended 128-element version of the descriptor, available in the OpenCV2 library.

3.3

Daisy

The Daisy descriptor [11] (Fig. 3c) uses orientation histograms in a way similar to SIFT, but instead of using
a rectangular grid, it uses a circular kernel of varying size
with Gaussian weighting. It has been successfully used
for wide-baseline stereo, and its shape has been shown
to outperform state-of-the-art descriptors like SIFT and
SURF, while being faster to compute than SIFT. Unlike
other descriptors in this evaluation, no GPU implementation was available. The parameters of the descriptor have
been altered to create a 128-element descriptor to match
the previous descriptors.

3.4

Normalized Image Patches

To compare the descriptors with intuitive clustering based
on image patches, we created a simple feature descriptor
which describes image patches. The structure of the descriptor (Fig. 3d) is based on a grid of 8×8 pixel locations
around the feature point. This layout has been inspired
by Histogrammed Intensity Patches (HIP) [10].
In order to attain a level of invariance, the scale of the feature detected by the DoG detector is used to scale the patch
appropriately. Instead of using binary vectors like in
HIP, the values of the patch descriptor are transformed to
a floating point number. The descriptor is then linearly
normalized to range [0, 1] using the minimum and maximum value in the grid. Apart from other descriptors in
this evaluation, this descriptor is only 64 elements long.

4. Clustering
The visual vocabulary is created using a clustering method
to partition the feature space of the training images. We
compare the performance of Lloyd’s algorithm [6], commonly also known as k -means clustering, and a self organizing map [5], also known as Kohonen map.
Both evaluated methods take the number of clusters as
an input. Because the appropriate number of clusters is
not known beforehand, we experimented with vocabulary
sizes of 200, 500, 1000, 2000 and 5000 clusters.

4.1 K -means Clustering
The main objective of the k-means clustering algorithm
is to minimize the distance within a cluster (1). We have
used squared Euclidean distance. C is a set of N clusters
C1 , · · · , CN ∈ C, items d~j are the feature descriptors in
the dataset and c~i represents the centroid of cluster Ci .

arg min
C

2

N
X
X

i=1 d~ ∈C
j
i

d~j − c~i

2

Open
Source
Computer
Vision
http://opencv.willowgarage.com/wiki/

(1)

library,

Because we are dealing with large amounts of high dimensional vectors, we used a parallelizable variant of the algorithm called h-means [9]. We implemented the algorithm for GPU using OpenCL3 . Our implementation can
process one iteration of clustering the entire dataset into
1000 clusters in less than one second.

4.2

Self Organizing Map

A self organizing map (SOM) is a form of vector quantization technique which discretizes the feature space onto a
one or two dimensional map. Apart from k-means clustering, SOM attempts to preserve the topological properties
of the feature space, mapping close features in a neighborhood on the map.
During the training phase, a feature vector d~ is randomly
picked from the training dataset and a closest (“winning”)
map node is found. Then, the node and its neighborhood
is moved closer to the input feature vector according to
(2). In the equation, m
~ i represents the node being updated, α(t) represents time-decaying learning rate and
Θ(t) is a neighborhood function based on the the distance
of m
~ i from the winning node in the map.
h
i
m
~ i (t + 1) = m
~ i (t) + α(t)Θ(t) d~ − m
~ i (t)

(2)

In our experiments, we used a two-dimensional rectangular map, created such that it contains the same number
of nodes as for the k-means clustering - we used maps
of sizes 20 × 10(200), 25 × 20(500), 40 × 25(1000), 50 ×
40(2000), 100×50 (5000). A Gaussian neighborhood function was used, which was initialized to a radius of half the
width of the map decaying exponentially with time, and
the learning rate was set to 0.1 also with an exponential
time decay.
The training was performed using 5 passes over the entire
dataset. Although it is usually recommended that more
passes over the dataset should be made, our experiments
with 10 passes led to 2–5% decrease in accuracy.

5. Dataset
Visual vocabulary methods derive the vocabulary from
a pre-determined set of training images. In this paper we
use our own dataset of 175 Full HD (1920 × 1080) images
used in a context of hazardous sign detection. The signs
are very small relative to the whole image (usually around
100 × 100 pixels), but our method (see Section 2) can
identify them.
As was previously stated, we use the SIFT algorithm to
find interest features in the dataset. Because of the high
resolution of the input images, the number of features
found is large (between 2,000 and 5,000 features per image). To decrease the amount of processed features, we
use the MSER algorithm as a preprocessing step to find
regions of interest (see [3] for details). It reduces the number to 950 feature points per image on average. After
preprocessing, the dataset contains 168,351 distinct features. The dataset also contains 11 different signs, with
total 694 features.
3

The implementation is available upon request.
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Figure 4: Examples of visual words extracted
from our dataset. The images show compositions of patches from multiple images belonging
to the same cluster. Words 1–3 show high consistency between images, while the last word shows
ambiguous clustering.
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Figure 6: The accuracy of sign recognition using
evaluated descriptor types and vocabulary sizes
using k-means clustering and self organizing map.
Self organizing map yields on average 4% better
results.
2. Evaluate all combination of two words in the image:
(a) Ignore word pairs which do not appear in the
trained sign detector
(b) Look up the stored angle and length for the
given pair
(c) Calculate relative angle and scale
(d) Remove all pairs which are above the threshold
of maximum rotation and scale difference
(e) Plot a contribution of rotational/scale difference of the remaining points in Hough space

Figure 5: Example of 6 × 4 adjacent nodes in the
self organized map. In each node representing a
visual word, patches from the dataset belonging
to the word are displayed.

(f) Find a local maximum in the Hough space above
a threshold
(g) Use second Hough space to vote for position of
the sign in the image

An example of visual words in a vocabulary constructed
from our dataset is shown in Fig. 4.

6.

(h) Sign is found if the number of selected pairs is
above a threshold

Evaluation

The evaluation phase can be separated into two phases
– training and detection. During the training phase, the
visual codebook is calculated from the feature descriptors
in the dataset and a fingerprint is calculated for each sign.
During the detection phase, visual word pairs are filtered
as described in Sec. 2. If the number of resulting pairs is
above a threshold, the given sign is detected as found in
the image.

6.1

Training

1. Select a feature descriptor
2. Calculate features for all points in the dataset
3. Create the codebook of visual words using selected
clustering method (k-means or SOM) and given vocabulary size
4. Select only relevant words – those which appear on
trained signs
5. Calculate and store the fingerprints of signs – angle
and length are stored for each pair of features in a
sign

6.2

Detection

1. Detect all key points in the image, assign visual
words based on codebook

7.

Results

The experiments were conducted on a desktop PC with
Intel Q6600 2.4 GHz 4 core processor, and a NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 460, which was used for clustering. Our
sign recognition algorithm is performed on CPU.
Our detection algorithm was run for evaluated descriptors and varying vocabulary sizes. The evaluation was
run on 175 images for all 11 signs, and a boolean value
was recorded, determining whether a sign was identified
in the image. An image may contain multiple signs, so
the detector was run independently for each sign on each
image.
The accuracy (rate of true positives and true negatives)
of our method depending on the clustering method, descriptor type and vocabulary size is shown in Fig 6. Clearly
bigger vocabulary size leads to better accuracy. Out of all
descriptor types, the Daisy descriptor gives the best results, with accuracy reaching 90% using the SOM. The
SOM show consistently better results than k-means clustering, with the difference being on average 4% at 5000
visual words. The receiver operating characteristics for
both clustering methods are shown in Fig 7. In comparison to k-means, SOM leads to lower rate of false positives, especially for the SIFT descriptor. The timing
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Figure 7: The receiver operating characteristics
of evaluated clustering methods.
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Figure 8: The time required to run the detection
algorithm on the entire dataset of 175 images and
11 signs. The time is averaged for all descriptors
of a given vocabulary size.
of our method is shown in Fig. 8. The time represents the
average time of the detection using the given clustering
method in seconds over the entire dataset. As was stated
earlier, the more specific a visual vocabulary is, the better
it can rule out irrelevant pairs early in the detection process and discard a detection of a sign on an image. Except
for vocabulary size of 200 words, SOM shows better performance than k-means algorithm. Using 5000 word SOM
vocabulary, the average time of detection of a sign on one
image vocabulary is 6.4 ms. This time represents only the
time of the detection, not including the time required to
identify visual words in an image.

8.

Conclusion

We have compared the accuracy and speed of our sign
recognition algorithm [3] using varying vocabulary sizes,
local feature descriptors and vocabulary construction methods. The self organizing map construction leads to slightly
better accuracy and run time, which could be caused by
better preserving the topology of the feature space compared to k-means clustering. Out of evaluated descriptors, the Daisy descriptor show the best accuracy. Without taking into account the time required to compute the
feature descriptors and identify visual words in an image,
our sign recognition algorithm is very fast with possibility
of a real-time application.
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Abstract

1.

To improve the results from search engines and make them
more personalized for the user, we need to find out about
the interests of a particular user. Many of the search personalization methods analyse documents visited by the
user and from these documents infer the user’s interests.
However, this approach is not accurate, because the user
is rarely interested in the whole document; he might be
interested in parts of the document only or the document
does not have to interest him at all. In this article we
analyse the user’s activity on a web site, called implicit
feedback. This feedback is represented by the user’s behaviour in the Web browser: time spent browsing, mouse
cursor movement, clicking, scrolling etc. Our method is
then able to more accurately extract keywords from the
documents by putting more weight on the keywords the
user is more interested in and disregarding those which
did not interest him. We extract keywords directly from
the text and also by using traditional methods enhanced
by the implicit feedback.

On the internet we can find a vast amount of information,
usually organized into documents. To look for a particular document we can use full text search engines, which
are very popular nowadays. These search engines crawl
trough the documents regularly and can quickly find all
the documents which contain the terms we are looking
for. The number of documents containing the terms is
usually very large and they have to be sorted based on
their relevance to the keywords and their importance, so
that we can quickly find the right documents.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Systems]: Information Interfaces
and Presentation—User Interfaces
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Introduction

However, the search results can be often unsatisfying for
the user; multiple words may have similar meanings (synonymy) and words can have more than one meaning (polysemy). This can cause the results being different than
expected, especially when searching using a lower number
of keywords [7].
For this reason it is better to personalize the search results
for the needs of a particular user. To make this possible,
we need to find out about the interests of the user and
create a user model. This user model often consists of the
metadata extracted from documents the user has visited,
because of the assumption, that their content represents
the user’s interests.
This assumption is not completely correct. The user’s
behaviour on the web can be very erratic and the user
rarely reads an entire document he loaded. Most of the
time, he is only interested in parts of the document or it
might not interest him at all in case he stumbled upon
the document by chance or the source which has lead him
to the document was misleading. To make the user model
more accurate, we need to know which of the visited documents actually interested the user and, ideally, which
parts of the documents.
We can find out about the user’s interest in the document – feedback in two ways: explicitly and implicitly. If
we want to collect the feedback explicitly, we need to ask
the user for some additional input. This is impractical
and time consuming for the user and can be even inaccurate, because the user’s true interests might not be well
represented by his explicit feedback. Having to stop to
enter explicit ratings can alter the user’s behaviour and
the users read a lot more articles than they rate [2].
On the other hand, implicit feedback can be collected
all the time and in the background without the need to
bother the user. The main disadvantage of implicit feed-
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back is that it is more difficult to process with reliable
results. In this work we aim to design a method for collecting and processing implicit feedback on the web.

2. Implicit Interest Indicators
The collection of implicit feedback on the web is limited
by the web browsers. We cannot simply observe any factor we might need – for example, to observe the user’s
gaze we need additional hardware and/or software, which
majority of users do not have. We have to focus on the indicators which can be collected in all widely used browsers
using a client-side scripting language.
The indicators we can observe are based on standard input methods – keyboard and mouse and on the time spent
browsing. The indicators, when detected, represent user’s
interest in the document. These can be divided into two
main groups: local and global.

2.1

Local Indicators

Local indicators can be used to determine which parts of
the document was the user interested in. A rule of thumb
which can be observed in related works [4, 5] says that the
less the indicator occurs, the more reliable and accurate
it is. This reliability cannot be exactly quantified, but we
can estimate it based on the experiments conducted by
other works.
The indicators we observe follow roughly ordered by the
reliability:
Text copying
Text selection and copying is considered to be a very
strong indicator of interest in the targeted text [4, 5,
6]. The additional advantage of this indicator is that
we can extract the targeted text very accurately.
Text selection
Text selection is less reliable than copying but still
a very strong indicator of interest [4, 5]. Some users
keep selecting the text they are currently reading,
which is good for detecting which parts of the document the users have read, however, in this case it can
no longer be used to extract the keywords directly.
Text clicking
Clicking on the parts of the text is similarly accurate
as selection and usually occurs more often [4].
Text tracing
Some users use the mouse cursor as a helping device
while reading the text, when they move the cursor
over or under the line of text that they are currently
reading [5].
Distance from the moving mouse cursor
Experimental data show that the user’s gaze is closer
to the mouse cursor when the cursor is moving [1,
4, 8]. The data also show that this indicator is more
reliable when the user is in general more active with
mouse movement [4, 9].
Distance from the stationary mouse cursor
Even when the mouse cursor is stationary we can use
its position to determine the user’s gaze, although
with less certainty. A specific usage of the mouse
cursor, which helps our cause, is to mark an interesting link or part of the text by putting a cursor
close by [11, 9].

Time spent on the screen
Generally speaking, the user is more interested in the
content in the middle of the web browser window [4]
and the more time the content spends on the screen,
the more likely is the user interested in it [6], especially when the user is actively reading the document [10].

2.2

Global Indicators

Global indicators can show that the entire document is
interesting for the user, but we are not able to determine
which part of the document is the most interesting when
we detect them. The indicators we observe are following:
Time spent scrolling
Experimental data shows that users tend to scroll
the web page for a longer time when they are potentially interested in it [2].
Saving, bookmarking and printing the web page
These are all very strong indicators [5], however, it
is difficult to detect them trough client-side scripts.
We can at least detect the keyboard short cuts used
for these tasks, although that makes them occur
even more rarely.
Typing into a form
When the user types on a web page we can assume
it has captured his interest. For example typing
a comment to an article means that the user finds
the article interesting, but we are not able to find
out which part of the article motivated him to write
the comment.

3.

Processing the Indicators

The goal of this process is to extract keywords from the
document and rate them in a way which is representative of the relevance of the keywords as well as the user’s
interest in them.
The method we use to process the indicators is based on
the methods used in related works. Hijikata [5] used some
of local indicators to directly extract keywords from the
document. Hauger et al. [4] used local indicators detected
over paragraphs of text to determine how much time the
user has spent reading the particular paragraph.
Our method combines these two methods and adds global
indicators to determine the user’s overall interest of the
web page. We use local indicators to determine how interested the user was in the paragraph and then use the
tf-idf method [3] to extract keywords from them. Tf-idf
is a fundamental method used for this purpose and it is
well known to return accurate results. In addition to keywords extracted by tf-idf we use the most precise local
indicators to directly extract keywords from text.
The algorithm works in the following way:
1. We break down the document into text elements
based on its HTML structure, usually into paragraphs.
2. Each element is given the rating of 0 to begin with.
3. When a local indicator (described in the previous
Section) is detected:
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(a) The rating of the element which was targeted
by the indicator is increased. The rating is increased by a larger value when the indicator
is considered more reliable and accurate. This
increment is based on the experiments done by
related works and our own.
(b) If the indicator was one of the two most accurate, which are text copying and text selection,
we extract the exact words from the area where
they appeared. In case the extracted text is
short and consists of a few words only, we can
consider them keywords without any further
need for extraction.
4. The rating of all the elements of the document is
increased when there is a global indicator detected.
5. When the user leaves the document:
(a) We compute the rating of the entire document
by adding the ratings of its elements.
(b) We compute the relative importance of each element – its rating compared to ratings of other
elements of the document
(c) From each element we extract keywords using
the tf-idf method.
In the end, every element will have a relative rating RRE
calculated in the following way, where Ni is the number
of indicators detected for the element, ISi is the general
importance of the particular indicator, IUi is the importance of the indicator for the particular user and Ne is
the number of elements of the document:
RE =

Ni
X

ISi IUi

i=1

RE
RRE = PNe
i=1 REi

An important part of the method is detection of the user’s
inactivity. We do this based on a few key factors, namely
mouse movement and clicking and keyboard input. These
factors were chosen because their absence clearly shows
the user’s inactivity. If we do not detect these indicators
for a period of time we consider the user inactive and
stop incrementing the elements’ ratings. The length of
the period after which we consider the user inactive is
based on the particular user – we incorporate the rating
of user’s average activity on all the web pages he visits
into the user model and based on this value we compute
the length.

4. Realization of the Method
To be able to track the user we use a personalized proxy
server1 , which stands between the client and the server.
Each request is first handled by the proxy server, which
sends it further. The response is again first handled by
our proxy server. At this point we can inject our scripts
for collecting the user feedback to the web page and send
it to the client.
The method which detects indicators and processes them
is realized in JavaScript. The script runs on the background during the user’s browsing, detects the indicators
1

http://peweproxy.fiit.stuba.sk

Table 1: General success
extraction.
method
text copying
text selection
text tracing
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of the direct keyword
yes
100%
62%
33%

no
0%
38%
67%

and rates the elements. When the user leaves the web
page the script processes all the data and sends it via Ajax
to the proxy server. On the proxy server we extract the
keywords using the tf-idf method.
A problem we might run into is that some users do not
leave the web page for a long time, they might just leave it
open in the background of their web browser. This should
happen rarely and to a very specific group of users, so we
do not address this issue at the moment.

5.

Experimental Evaluation

As described in Section 3, our method extracts keywords
in two ways: from paragraphs using the tf-idf method
and directly from the text when one of the more accurate
indicators is detected. In this Section we describe the
evaluation of both methods.
The evaluation is based on comparing the implicit feedback from our method and the explicit feedback, which
we asked the users to manually input. The participants of
the experiment were instructed to browse the web as usual
for a few hours and encouraged to enter reliable explicit
feedback, which should eliminate possible discrepancies.
When leaving each web page the user visited we presented
to him a few keywords we obtained from his behaviour.
His task is to rate the keywords “yes” or “no” if he feels
like the keyword matches accurately his interests in the
web page. The users did not know how either of the methods worked and a few random words from the page were
put in the keywords to discourage the users from blindly
selecting “yes”.

5.1

Direct keyword extraction

First we evaluated the three separate methods for extracting keywords directly: text selection, text copying and
text tracing. 10 users participated in this experiment. We
looked at general success of the extraction of a relevant
keyword – for a keyword we computed the percentage of
the time it was considered correct. This is summarized
in Table 1. For text selection and text tracing we looked
at two other factors: the number of words extracted and
the number of times the indicator was detected on the
particular web page.
Text copying proved to be extremely accurate, however,
it was detected very rarely. During our experiment the
users only copied small amounts of text, so even though
this is a very accurate indicator, we are not able to detect it often enough. Users selected text more often than
copied it and they selected longer text segments. Interesting fact was that if the total number of selections on
the web page was low, the users marked the keywords as
accurate even from selections 10 words long and more.
We can conclude that, after filtering out the stop words,
we can use text selections as direct extraction indicator if
the total number of selections was lower than 4.
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Table 2: General success of the keyword extraction from elements.
method
elements entire document random
yes
108
91
22
no
44
55
124
success rate
71 %
62 %
15 %

Text tracing did not test well as a direct keyword extraction indicator and it does not seem to be useful even
filtered it based on length or number of occurrences. This
can be partially due to the difficulty of recognizing it
via client scripts, which can sometimes mistake random
mouse movements as tracing. Another reason might be
the difficulty of extracting the exact text the trace was
connected with. Finally, some users just use it as a reading aid and not an aid to mark significant keywords. Nevertheless, we can use the indicator to rank the paragraphs
where it occurred and extract keywords from it via other
methods, as described in the previous Sections.

5.2

Keyword extraction from elements

Evaluation of the second part of the method was done
in a similar way. We extracted the keywords from a
document using two methods: extraction from elements,
extraction from the entire document and random keywords, which, in addition to using them to discourage the
users from being biased we used them as a control group.
The results of the evaluation are summed up in Table 2.
The success rate of the keyword extraction from elements
was rather high which shows the ability of our method to
extract keywords based on the detected implicit interest
indicators. This rate was also higher than that of the keywords extracted from the entire document. Even though
the latter method is very accurate, we were able to improve it.
The random keywords had a significantly lower success
rate than the two evaluated methods.
Acknowledgements. This work was partially supported
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Abstract
Variometer is a device that informs user about his/her
vertical velocity. It is particularly useful in paragliding,
hang gliding and other air sports. The device has to inform user about vertical velocity by sound. Ground position of user is important too, because of complex functions
(e.g., computing ﬂying range, altitude above ground) and
after-ﬂight evaluation. This paper deals with the hardware design of such device and software implementation
of its special functions. Tracklog from GPS logger can be
transferred to computer in a common format.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.7 [Computers in other Systems]: [Consumer products]; B.4 [Input/Output and Data Communications]: Miscellaneous

Keywords
variometer, GPS logger, hardware design, arduino

1. Variometer with sound indication. A simple design
based on analog sensor.
2. Analog variometer. Well known from airplanes, a
clock-faced device getting information from analog
sensor.
3. Digital readout variometer. The most complicated
type. Analog information from sensor is transformed
into digital representation and can be processed in
next workﬂow and displayed on LED or LCD.
The designed device should be combination of the ﬁrst
and the third type providing sight free information about
ascending or descending speed. In this paper, we are focusing on complete co-design of the demanded device divided into two main parts:
1. Hardware design.
2. Software design.

1. Introduction
Variometers are nowadays commonly used amongst
paragliders and hang gliders, but not all of them provide
the required functionality and accuracy. A variometer informs user about his or her vertical speed based on atmospheric pressure. Nowadays, variometer as device is an
embedded system with a lot additional functions which
help pilots to do good decisions during ﬂight. However, a
complex solution with all desired functions is still missing.
There are three main variometer types known:
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We are also focusing on ﬁnal testing of prototype in real
conditions.

2. Related work
There are some commercial products which are used by pilots nowadays but none of them can compute and show altitude above ground. Diﬀerent devices use diﬀerent technologies for acquiring information and displaying them.
They are very expensive too, and in most cases they cannot be upgraded by user. Another problem of nowadays
devices is their energy consumption. A variometer with
GPS logger has operating time about 30 hours. All of
these devices donŠt include backlight of display. It is advantage because of lower consumption but in bad light
conditions the display becomes unreadable. The track
logs are limited too. In a common device the user can
store only 20 hours of ﬂight information, so it is impossible to use the device as a ﬂight book.

2.1 Variometer without GPS
These devices can measure only diﬀerence in altitude. But
they are capable to display altitude above sea level if you
calibrate them before start with actual altitude. Majority of them oﬀer statistic data about ﬂight like maximum
ascending and descending rate, maximum altitude and
ﬂight duration. Advantage of these devices is their operating time, which is 200 hours on a single 1,5 V battery.
Additional functionality like displaying air speed, temperature, date and clock depends on additional sensors.
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2.2 Variometer with GPS
In these devices, a very precise initial altitude is acquired
before the start from the GPS module. However changes
in vertical position (occurring during ﬂight) cause inaccuracy of altitude provided by the GPS. Because of this, devices use barometric altitude after calibration from GPS
while a device is in stable position (vertical speed is 0).
Disadvantage of these devices is their low operating time,
only about 30 hours. It is caused by high consumption
rate of GPS modules. Additional functions are available thanks to the GPS information (e.g., ground speed,
ﬂight direction, clock acquisition from GPS). High-end
models have very useful function called Thermaling map
which provides information about position of ascending
air masses. Another useful function is pre-programmed
route in device memory and in-ﬂight navigation.

3. Solution proposal
3.1 Solution specification
There are several functions which have to be implemented
in the device:
1. Logging actual position in real time using the GPS
module.
2. Evaluation of altitude above the sea level by using
barometric sensor as a primary data provider and
GPS module as a secondary provider, because of
high diﬀerential precision of the barometric sensor.
3. Altitude above ground has to be computed in real
time.
4. Diﬀerential altitude has to be displayed on display
and has to be presented by sound too, to provide
hand and sight free use.
5. Storing the track log in kml or igc format.
6. Providing information about temperature and time.
7. Enabling intuitive and reliable touch control of device with gloves.

Figure 1: Co-design workflow [3].

1. Demands on hardware. What information we have
to get from sensors. Parameters of particular component have to match speciﬁcation of this application.
2. Interfaces. Through them the hardware components
communicate between each other. Type of interface
is determined by possibilities of hardware components. Furthermore, we have to choose interface according to speciﬁcation (e.g., if we demand more
devices communicating by the same interface, we
should choose I2C interface instead of Serial).
3. Software domain. We choose environment that can
realize demands of speciﬁcation (e.g., libraries).

8. The response time is deﬁned to be maximally 1 second.

As each domain inﬂuences other domains, we have to
repartition the domains many times. This process is called
co-design life-cycle, and is illustrated in Figure 1 [3].

9. Including easy removable memory for fast download
of the GPS track log.

4. Hardware design

10. Minimal operating time 30 hours with the backlight
switched on.
11. Minimal memory size 1000 hours of track logs.
12. Connectivity with PC for transition of logs and ﬁrmware update.
13. Type of construction and used components have to
be wind and waterproof. It has to be resistant against
low temperature (about minus 30 C).

3.2 Hardware-software co-design
Creating a complex hardware-software application is difﬁcult. It is necessary to design and correlate simultaneously with more modules. The ﬁrst step is to partition
demands between three main domains.

The design process was focused on the real-time characteristic of system. Maximum delay between acquiring
information and displaying this information has to be 1
second. Because of that, we had to choose separate communication channels between particular devices. Final
hardware conﬁguration is shown in Figure 2. During
the design process, we had to solve several problems. In
the ﬁrst place we had to choose a processor with minimum two serial interfaces, because we need both of them
to communicate simultaneously with diﬀerent baud rate.
The Arduino Mega 2560 was a suitable choice.
The second problem was communicating with micro SD
card. Writing to micro SD card via SPI lasts 3 seconds
and during this time the Arduino Mega 2560 is interrupted. So we separated the operation logic into Arduino
Mega 2560 and realized the micro SD card communication
by the Picaso Graphics processor. [1]
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Figure 2: Component communication scheme.
is based on interchanging strings via Serial connection.
The developed library includes deﬁnition and all needed
constructors for this interface. It is formally is divided
into six parts:
1. Connection functions: create connection from control processor and manage responses from graphics
processor.

Figure 3: Logical converter.

4.1 Logical converter for GPS module
Signal levels of the GPS module and processor are incompatible. Both of them communicate via Serial interface
but use diﬀerent logic. The processor uses TTL 5 V logic
[2] while the GPS module uses 1,8 V logic with 3,3 V tolerance [4]. So the high value output from the processor
could damage the GPS module. Similarly, high logic value
from the GPS module would not be evaluated as high because 1,8 V from the GPS module falls in the undeﬁned
zone of processor logic. We have solved this problem with
a converter which had to convert values in both directions
in very high speed. The logical converter that we designed
(see Figure 3) provides us the needed conversion, complying with the speciﬁed requirements. The converting
frequency is suitable and the converter has been tested
on highest frequency that is used in device. The maximum used baud rate used is 115 200. The output was
evaluated with oscilloscope. Compared to input, the difference was only in voltage level and a little delay in the
output vector.

5. Software design
The designed software solution (see Figure 4) is based
on modularity with direct access between modules. The
operation block is a program in inﬁnite loop which coordinates all other blocks and controls data ﬂow in program.
The program was written in Arduino environment, using
C++. Basic libraries provide us functionality to control
all interfaces and memory storages. The Data module
contains data structures and data acquiring functions.

5.1 Library for Picaso graphics processor
We have created new library to control the LCD module with touch screen. This library controls the Picaso
graphics processor and it is written in C++. Communication between graphics processor and control processor

2. Graphics processor: core functions, setup functions
(e.g., backlight, screen orientation).
3. Graphics functions: creating and managing shapes,
points and lines on the screen.
4. Text functions: creating and managing text on the
screen.
5. Touch functions: enabling touch screen, getting touch
coordinates.
6. Micro SD card functions: initializing, reading and
writing on micro SD card.

5.2 Computing altitude above ground
A special function to compute real altitude above ground
is a great beneﬁt of this application. This information is
useful to compute ﬂying range of user. Computation of
this altitude is composed of three main steps:
1. Acquiring altitude of ground point, getting value
from height maps based on GPS location of device.
These maps are stored on micro SD card and are
fragmented into small ﬁles.
2. Acquiring altitude of device, simple getting altitude
from the GPS altitude.
3. Computing the diﬀerence.

6. Prototype and testing
Testing was performed on prototype (see Figure 5) in
real environment. First tests were special for each component. GPS module sensitivity was tested according to
common mobile GPS receiver in building. Number of
satellites found by GPS module was twice that number
of satellites found by a mobile GPS. Complete functional
test in real environment was executed according to speciﬁcation. Only the operating time has not been tested in
real condition but was calculated from consumption values for each component and the calculated operating time
was about 40 hours.
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Figure 4: Communication between software modules.

Figure 5: Prototype.

7. Conclusions and further work
Flight computing systems are widely spread in community of pilots. The developed system satisﬁes demands of
this community. The special contribution in the ﬁeld of
hardware was creating the logic converter for GPS module. Contribution in the ﬁeld of software was development
of a universal library for LCD module in Arduino environment. This module can be used in all applications based
on Picaso graphics processor and Arduino host controller.
Ground altitude computation in real time is a great contribution in functionality of these systems. There are
some features which can extend the device in the further
work. We can add more sensors to get more information
about position and heading of user (e.g., electric compass, accelerometer and gyroscope). Also, new software
functions (e.g., ﬂying range computing, forecast computing and waypoint system) would improve functionality of
device.
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Abstract
Public institutions share important data on the Web.
These data are essential for public investigation and thus
increase transparency. However, it is difficult to process
them, since there are numerous mistypings, disambiguities and duplicates. In this paper we propose an automated approach for cleaning of these data, so that further
querying result is reliable. We develop a duplicate detection method that can train weights of features on small
amount of training samples and then predict duplicates
on the rest of data. We evaluate our method on two realworld data sets.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.5 [Information Systems]: Database Management—
Heterogeneous Databases; I.2.6 [Computing Methodologies]: Artificial Intelligence—Learning

Keywords
data integration, duplicate detection, machine learning

1. Introduction
Public institutions have legal obligations to share certain
data on the Web. While public registers (e.g. businesses,
organizations) and bulletins (public procurements) are essential for business communication, other data increase
transparency of public institutions and enable public investigation (public contracts). Despite the fact that these
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data are becoming publicly available on the Web, there
are two problems.
The first problem is format and structure that might not
be suitable for machine processing. For example some
documents are published as scanned images with censored
names and prices. This makes such documents difficult to
investigate by a human expert and almost impossible to
process with computer. For example company liquidations in Slovakia are published in periodic PDF bulletins
as unstructured text content and it is difficult to reliably
find out if a company is being liquidated or the liquidation is being cancelled. Fortunately the most common
format is HTML, which is easy to parse and in most cases
provides structure. Moreover, the state of public data is
nowadays slowly being improved.
The second problem are various mistypings, disambiguities and duplicates. They are common even in correctly
parsed and structured data. A few examples:
• Name of a person might be typed correctly in one
business register extract and with a mistake in another one. We can use different fields in these entities like address and find out whether they refer to
the same person.
• Two entities have equal names, but different addresses. How do we know if the person has moved or
these two entities refer to different people? We can
use a heuristics that when two entities with equal
names and different addresses occur in the same
company, these entities are duplicates.
• Two entities have both names and addresses equal.
We need to find out if they are really the same person or father and son living at the same address.
• Two names might differ only in academic degrees.
For example one inludes Ing., the other one does
not. When addresses are equal, these entities might
refer to the same person.
• Two addresses are equal except that one address
contains Bratislava - Dúbravka, the other one only
Bratislava. If the names are equal, these entities
should probably refer to the same person.
In this paper we address the second problem by developing trainable duplicate detection method. Our method
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• N-gram similarity of addresses. This feature
represents N-gram similarity of compared addresses.

cleans off (or refines) duplicates, mistypings and other disambiguities to make data querrying result consistent and
reliable.

• Combination of academic degrees. We have
created N ∗ (N + 1)/2 features for all pairs of N
academic degrees occurring in sample names. For
a given sample, degree combinations occurring in
compared names are 1, all the others are 0. This is
based on assumption that two people with the same
name, however, first of them is Ing. and the second
MUDr., are probably not duplicates.

2. Trainable duplicate detection
We propose a duplicate detection approach based on supervised machine learning algorithms [11]. We use a logistic regression classifier [5] and Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier [2] to predict whether samples are duplicates or not. The classifier trains weights of features,
provided by user for particular database (like Levenshtein
distance of compared fields or presence of particular combination of substrings in compared fields). The user also
provides a labeled set of samples that is used to train
the classifier. Trained classifier can detect duplicates by
predicting using learned feature weights.

• Disjunction of academic degrees. We have created N features for all academic degrees occurring in
sample names. For a given sample, feature for particular degree is 1 when the degree occurs in exactly
one of the compared names. If the degree occurs in
none of them or in both, the feature is 0. This is
based on assumption that presence of some degrees
(like ml. or st., which mean junior and senior respectively when concerning father and son) in one
record and absence in the other one indicates that
they are not duplicates.

3. Experiment 1
We have evaluated our method on a database of people
occurring in Business Register of the Slovak Republic provided by foaf.sk. There are many duplicates and it is difficult to determine, who exactly occurs in which company.

3.1

Data Set

We have chosen 4,298 out of 569,999 total people occurring in slovak business register in June 2011. We selected
mostly duplicate records, though we have added many
individual records as well. Our samples are all possible
pairs of selected records (omiting the same pairs with reordered records and including pairs of two same records),
therefore we have 4, 298 ∗ (4, 298 + 1)/2 = 9, 238, 551 samples. Each sample consists of two records and each record
provides name and address attributes. We have extracted
academic degrees out of names and compare them individually. 80% of samples have been used as a training set
and 20% as a test set for final precision-recall evaluation.

3.2

3.3

Methodology

There is a set of heuristics already detecting duplicates
on foaf.sk. We have used their results for training and
as a baseline for measuring precision, recall and F1 score.
Precision represents detected duplicates that are actual
duplicates (is decreased by false positives) and recall represents actual duplicates that were detected (is decreased
by false negatives). Both metrics should preferably be as
high as possible and reasonably balanced. F1 score combines both metrics (equations 1 - 3).

precision =

Features
recall =

For training duplicate detection we used combinations of
following features (feature sets):
• Label. A feature equal to sample’s label; 1 for duplicates and 0 for non-duplicates.
• Equal names. This feature is 1, when compared
names are equal, otherwise 0.
• Equal addresses. This feature is 1, when compared addresses are equal, otherwise 0.
• Levenshtein distance of names. This feature
represents Levenshtein distance1 of compared names.
• Levenshtein distance of address. This feature
represents Levenshtein distance of compared
addresses.
• N-gram similarity of names. This feature represents N-gram similarity2 of compared names.
1
Levenshtein distance (or edit distance) of two strings
computes number of edit operations (insertion, substitution, deletion) required to change the first string into the
second one.
2
N-gram similarity is a string similarity metrics as described in [10]. Sets of N-grams (that is tokens of size N
characters) are created from compared strings. N-gram
similarity is a Jaccard similarity of these sets.

true positives
true positives + f alse positives

true positives
true positives + f alse negatives

(2)

prescision ∗ recall
precision + recall

(3)

F1 = 2 ∗

3.4

(1)

Results

Table 1 shows performance of various feature sets on test
set. Overall high F1 score is caused by the nature of
our samples, as they are a cartesian product of individual
records and the vast majority of them are not duplicates
(for example John Doe record is compared to John Doe,
John Doa and Ing. John Doe and 3 duplicates are found,
but the other 2 milion comparisons are not duplicates).
Simple name and address equality comparison yields result of 142 false positives and 13 false negatives. False
positives are caused by records with equal both names and
addresses that were not labeled as duplicates by baseline
duplicate detection. This can be explained by either lack
of other features besides names and addresses, like company occurrences, or more probably by errors in baseline
duplicate detection. False negatives are mostly typos that
were not detected.
Levenshtein distance decreases number of false negatives,
because it accepts misspelled strings. However, it dramatically increases number of false positives, as simple edit
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operations count might not do a good job in distinguishing between a typo and similar spelling (Martin Lipták vs.
Martin Lupták) and it does not take degrees into account.

occur in a common organization, they are probably
duplicates.
• Empty address. Heuristics is 1 when one of campared addresses is missing, 0 otherwise. This is possible in Registers and Evidences, despite it was not
the case of Business Register. We have used this
feature to balance the case, when a missing address
causes high Levenshtein distance or zero similarity
of compared addresses.

N-grams of names without degrees and addresses yield
same results as equality comparison regardless of N. In
contrast, N-grams of names with inclusion of degrees decrease false positives, as they consider names with different degrees non-duplicates, but increase false negatives,
because many names differing only in degrees are actual
duplicates.
Degree combinations and disjunctions decrease number
of false positives of individual Levenshtein distance, because they include degrees in comparisons. Inspection of
learned weights of degree features revealed that disjunction of bc. (0.51), csc. (2.89), ing. (4.09), judr. (1.32)
and mgr. (1.75) and a combination if judr. - mgr. (1.57)
rise probability of records being duplicates
Figure 3.4 shows a learning curve of degree combinations.
Curves of other feature sets look similar. Training set size
is represented by x-axis (we have tried values 5%, 10%,
20%, 40%, 60% and 90%), misclassification error by yaxis. Cross-validation set size is constantly 100%. With
growing training set size, cross-validation error slightly
decreases, but training set error takes off. Both curves
will eventually converge, but error tends to remain stable.
This shows a problem of high bias. Further work needs to
be done not in the amount of new samples, but in better
features.

4. Experiment 2
We have used data set parsed from Registers and Evidences of Ministry of Interior of the Slovak Republic. It
contains organizations and occurrences of people in them.
It is difficult to determine who occurs in which organization, as there are many duplicates. Methodology and
many features are same as those used in the first experiment.

4.1

Data Set

In contrast to the first experiment, our data set has been
manually labeled. We aimed for a balanced (a few examples of many situations that can occur) and consistentlylabeled sample selection. The size of data set is 250 people
(or records). Our samples are again all possible pairs of
selected records (omiting the same pairs with reordered
records and including pairs of two same records), therefore we have 250 ∗ (250 + 1)/2 = 62750 samples. Each
sample consists of two records and each record provides
name and address attributes. In addition to extraction of
academic degrees out of names, we have split addresses
into parts and added a entity-relation heuristics to each
sample (like existence of common organization for both
compared people). 80% of samples have been used as a
training set and 20% as a test set for final precision-recall
evaluation.

4.2

Features

We have added following new features (feature sets):
• Common organization. Heuristics is 1 when compared people occur in a common organization, 0 otherwise. We assume that if two people with similar
names have completely different addresses and they
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4.3

Results

Tables 2 and 3 show performance of various feature sets
on test set using a logistic regression and SVM classifier
respectively.
First 3 logistic regression comparisons do not include academic degrees. Degree combinations and disjunctions were
expected to deal with degrees instead of comparing them
along with names. However, they did not decrease number of errors at all. The data set of 250 records could not
provide enough samples for these features to train.
Logistic regression classifier could not adapt well for heuristics at first. Therefore we have tried a SVM classifier.
SVM provided better results for heuristics. Further inspection of errorous examples has shown that heuristics
have solved some of complicated examples, but they have
also introduced new errors.
Splitting address into parts did not influence number of
errors in a significant way. It even increased number of
errors for some cases. Levenshtein distance and N-gram
similarity can deal with full addresses themselves.
Despite adding new features for more complicated examples, learning curves of both logistic regression and SVM
looked similar to the learning curve on figure 3.4. New
features didn’t help classifiers adapt to more complicated
examples.

5. Related work
Misspellings, disambiguities and duplicates are a major
problem not only in the public data domain. In fact every database possibly merged of multiple sources needs to
be cleaned so that queries provide reliable results. This
process is widely known as data integration, duplicate detection or record linkage. [6, 12, 7]
M. Bilenko and R. Mooney propose to employ learnable
string distance functions for duplicate detection task. They
have used Levenshtein distance with contiguous sequences
of mismatched characters called affine gaps. Expectation maximization algorithm trains parameters for affine
gap penalties for individual fields. Support vector machine classifier trains equality of compared records. This
method is based on notion that different edit operations
have varying significance in different domains. For example a digit substitution in a street address makes a major
difference, because it effectively changes the house number, but a letter substitution is more likely caused by a
typo or an abbreviation. [1]
W. Cohen and M. Richman have developed an adaptive
and scalable method based on logistic regression. Weights
are trained for particular domain from a labeled data set.
Their method overcomes two other non-adaptive base-
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Feature set
=(labels)
=(names), =(addresses)
L(names), L(addresses)
2G(names), 2G(addresses)
3G(names), 3G(addresses)
4G(names), 4G(addresses)
5G(names), 5G(addresses)
6G(names), 6G(addresses)
2G(names with degrees), 2G(addresses)
3G(names with degrees), 3G(addresses)
4G(names with degrees), 4G(addresses)
5G(names with degrees), 5G(addresses)
6G(names with degrees), 6G(addresses)
L(names), L(addresses), degree combinations
L(names), L(addresses), degree disjunctions

FP
0
142
326
142
142
142
142
142
138
138
136
135
135
135
135

FN
0
13
3
13
13
13
13
13
40
46
50
53
54
39
23

F1 score
1
0.9293
0.9318
0.9293
0.9293
0.9293
0.9293
0.9293
0.9177
0.9147
0.9135
0.9124
0.9119
0.9194
0.9274

Table 1: Performance of various feature sets on test set. Abbreviations: equality (=), levenshtein distance
(L), n-gram similarity (nG), false positives (FP), false negatives (FN).
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Figure 1: Learning curve of degree combinations

Feature set
L(names), L(addresses)
L(names), L(addresses), degree combinations
L(names), L(addresses), degree disjunctions
=(names with degrees), =(addresses)
L(names with degrees), L(addresses)
2G(names with degrees), 2G(addresses)
3G(names with degrees), 3G(addresses)
=(names with degrees), =(address parts)
L(names with degrees), L(address parts)
2G(names with degrees), 2G(address parts)
3G(names with degrees), 3G(address parts)
L(names with degrees), L(address parts), heuristics

FP
2
2
2
7
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
3

FN
8
8
8
12
13
9
10
11
9
10
10
8

F1 score
0.9728
0.9728
0.9728
0.9485
0.9534
0.9674
0.9646
0.9644
0.97
0.9697
0.9697
0.97

Table 2: Performance of various feature sets on test set using a logistic regression classifier. Abbreviations: equality (=), levenshtein distance (L), n-gram similarity (nG), false positives (FP), false negatives
(FN).
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Feature set
=(names with degrees), =(addresses)
L(names with degrees), L(addresses)
2G(names with degrees), 2G(addresses)
3G(names with degrees), 3G(addresses)
L(names with degrees), L(addresses), heuristics
=(names with degrees), =(address parts)
L(names with degrees), L(address parts)
2G(names with degrees), 2G(address parts)
3G(names with degrees), 3G(address parts)
L(names with degrees), L(address parts), heuristics

FP
7
2
2
2
2
2
4
6
6
2

FN
12
13
10
11
8
17
11
8
10
7

55

F1 score
0.9485
0.9587
0.9672
0.9644
0.9728
0.9470
0.9591
0.9623
0.9568
0.9756

Table 3: Performance of various feature sets on test set using a SVM classifier. Abbreviations: equality
(=), levenshtein distance (L), n-gram similarity (nG), false positives (FP), false negatives (FN).

line methods and is almost as good as the third baseline
method. [4]
D. Kalashnikov and S. Mehrotra in contrast to the traditional way of data cleaning, when only entity attributes
are used to differentiate between entities (equality or similarity of selected attributes), propose inclusion of relations between compared entities. Firstly they use an
attribute-based approach for quick candidate selection.
Then graph-based techniques are used to discover relations that exist among these entities. They have shown a
significant improvement on two real-world data sets. [9]
W. Cohen and other authors propose a name comparison toolkit that can help an expert with database integration. Toolkit offers many string comparison metrics
like Levenshtein distance, TF-IDF, Jaro, Monge-Elkan or
Jensen-Shannon. [3]
M. Hernández and S. Stolfo have developed a method
for removing duplicates from databases of 100 milion to 1
bilion records in a matter of days. The first phase of quick
sorting groups similar records together, more expensive
rule-based comparisons in a sliding window across similar
records are executed afterwards. [8]

6. Conclusion and future work
We have proposed a trainable duplicate detection method
which uses user-provided labeled data set and feature
sets. We have developed a prototype and evaluated it
on two real-world data sets. Results of the first experiment have shown promissing results for simple duplicate detection examples. Further features added in the
second experiment were supposed to improve results of
our method for more complicated examples. Moreover, a
manually labeled data set was used in the second experiment for more reliable evaluation. Splitting addresses into
parts did not help significantly, as data set addresses were
mostly already normalized and string metrics could deal
with small differences themselves. Features for academic
degrees could not adapt for small feature set used in the
second experiment. Inclusion of entity relations improved
results and has shown, that considering relations among
entities besides their individual attributes is important for
data cleaning.
We find machine learning-based approach for cleaning of
Business Register and Registers and Evidences of Ministry of Interior unsuitable. We suppose that non-adaptive
data normalization and pairing pipeline would clean com-

plicated examples that our adaptive method could not
and therefore would yield better results. The pipeline
would leverage user-provided functions for particular database instead of labeled training samples. This approach
should be evaluated in future efforts to clean Slovak public
data.
Acknowledgements. This work was partially supported
by the Scientific Grant Agency of Slovak Republic, grant
No. VG1/0971/11.
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Abstract
Because of the unprecedented growth of information on
the web it became diﬃcult to decide what information is
truly relevant. We present a method of personalized summarization based on a combination of diﬀerent raters that
process the additional information, such as user characteristics or document metadata to extract from the document information that is important for a particular user or
in a chosen domain, thus decreasing the information overload. We have experimented with the proposed method
in the adaptive web-based educational system ALEF. Our
results suggest that user-added annotations can be used to
improve the summaries’ quality compared to the generic
variant.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information and Storage Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval—information filtering, selection process; I.2.7 [Artificial Intelligence]: Natural
Language Processing—text analysis; K.3.3 [Computers
and Education]: Computer Uses in Education—computer assisted instruction (CAI)

need – to ﬁnd relevant information. Moreover, fragments
of relevant information are often scattered throught the
entire document. We can considerably decrease the information overload by extracting these fragments (sentences)
into a concise summary. This can be achieved automatically by a means of text summarization.
However, the term “relevant information” is subjective,
because as users of the web, we diﬀer in our interests,
goals or knowledge. That is why we focus on the personalized text summarization. Using the additional information about users’ characteristic we adapt the summaries to
actual user’s needs. With the arrival of Web 2.0, users are
no longer passive consumers of Web content, but they can
create new content and enrich the existing one by adding
metadata, such as annotations (highlights, tags etc.). We
use user-added annotations as another important source
of personalization.

automatic text summarization, personalization, annotations, relevant domain terms, web-based learning

In the paper, we present a method of personalized text
summarization that combines diﬀerent sources of personalization. Our approach is domain-independent and it
could be used in many domains, e.g. news portals or digital libraries. However, to evaluate the proposed method
we have focused on the domain of learning, carrying out
the experiments presented in this paper in the adaptive
web-based educational system ALEF [10].

1. Introduction

2. Related Work

Keywords

As we can ﬁnd almost everything on the web, it has become very problematic to ﬁnd what we actually want or
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A lot of research has been done in the ﬁeld of automatic
text summarization in the past ﬁfty years. Gong and Liu
[4] were ﬁrst to use latent semantic analysis (LSA) for the
text summarization. It ﬁnds salient topics or concepts in
a document and includes into a summary sentences that
capture the concepts (topics) of the document the best.
Steinberger and Ježek [7] pointed out, that this approach
fails to include sentences, which capture many concepts
well, but have the highest score for none of them. In
their modiﬁed approach sentences are selected based on
their overall score computed as a combination of scores for
each concept (topic). LSA has been used in other works
as well, e.g. in [8], achieving comparable or better results
than other approaches.
In order to improve summaries generated by the generic
methods mentioned so far, we have to either employ more
advanced methods of natural language processing or take
into consideration other potentially useful information.
In the former the goal is to produce abstracts not only
extracts of sentences using paraphrasing, sentences compression or synonyms substitution. In the latter we can
obtain much information in the form of implicit feedback.
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Sun et al. [8] utilized clickthrough data which records how
users ﬁnd information through queries. If a user clicks on
a link to a web page which is one of the results of her
query, we can assume that terms from the query describe
the page. We get even more accurate assumption if we
consider other implicit indacators such as time spent on
the web page, scrolling, copying [1], or even a user’s gaze
[5].
There have been some works done in the area of personalized summarization as well. Dı́az et al. [2] personalized
summarization to mirror users’ long-term and short-term
interests represented by a user model in the form of a vector of weighted keywords; disadvantage of this approach
is that users had to manually insert keywords and weights
into the model. However, what types of information can
be utilized to adapt the summaries and secondly, how to
combine diﬀerent sources of personalization remain open
problems.

3. Method of Personalized Text Summarization
We present a method of personalized text summarization
based on a method of latent semantic analysis [4], [7].
We have chosen LSA as a basis for our approach, because
of its ability to provide better results compared to the
other summarization methods. However, the proposed
method of personalization could be used together with
other generic summarization method as well.
The method consists of the following steps (based on
LSA): The ﬁrst one is pre-processing during which the
terms are extracted from the document and the document’s text is segmented to sentences. Then we construct
a terms-sentences matrix which represents an input to singular value decomposition [4]:
A = UΣVT

(1)

where A is an input terms-sentences matrix, U is a matrix
the columns of which represent left singular vectors and
rows terms of the document, while the columns of matrix
V represent right singular vectors and its rows sentences
of the document. Σ is a diagonal matrix with diagonal
elements being non-negative singular values in descending order representing relative relevance of the identiﬁed
concepts in the document. The ﬁnal step is a selection
of sentences; we select sentences with the highest score
using approach proposed by Steinberger and Ježek in [9].
We have identiﬁed a construction of a terms-sentences
matrix as a step suitable for summary personalization.
In this step terms extracted from the document are assigned their respective weights. We construct a personalized terms-sentences matrix using our proposed weighting
scheme which extends the conventional weighting scheme
based on tf-idf method by linear combination of multiple
raters:
∑
w(tij ) =
αk Rk (tij )
(2)
k

where w(tij ) is a weight of a term tij in the matrix and
αk is a linear coeﬃcient of a rater Rk .

We have designed a set of generic and personalized raters
which positively or negatively aﬀect the weight of each
term. The design of terms frequency rater and terms location rater has been inspired by Luhn [6] and Edmundson [3] respectively and we use them to produce baseline
generic variants of summarization.
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Figure 1: Inputs of terms weighing in the construction of a personalized matrix.
In order to adapt summaries, we can use information from
user and domain model (see Figure 1). Considering the
domain of learning, we have identiﬁed three main sources
of personalization and adaptation:
• Domain conceptualization – domain models capture
experts’ knowledge of the domain in the form of important concepts and relationships among them; instead of heavyweight ontologies we can use relevant
domain terms as a lightweight semantic to represent
concepts [9].
• Knowledge of the users – it is recorded in overlay
user models of adaptive educational systems; we can
use it for example to extract from a document information that a user has already learned, but needs to
revise it before an exam or a test, i.e. it is suitable
for knowledge revision scenario.
• User-added annotations – when a user highlights a
fragment of text, we assume that the fragment contains information deemed important or interesting
by the user; when many users highlight the same
(or similar) fragment of text, we assume that the
fragment contains important and valuable information in general.
We have designed the raters processing the identiﬁed sources of personalization and adaptation, i.e. relevant domain terms rater, knowledge rater and annotations rater.
They determine which terms are important based on their
source of information and assign them higher weights.

4. Evaluation
We have implemented the presented method as a REST
(Representational State Transfer ) web service. Clients
can communicate with the summarizer using a JSON protocol to set up a conﬁguration of their own and request
a summarization using the chosen conﬁguration. It is domain and system-independent and it can be easily and
transparently integrated with any system.
In order to evaluate the presented approach, we have integrated the implemented summarizer with the adaptive
web-based educational system ALEF [10] by means of a
summarization widget (see Figure 2). We have experimentally evaluated the summarization using user-added
annotations in comparison with the generic variant.
In total, around 20 students of the Functional and Logic
Programming course have taken part in this experiment.
Their task has been to evaluate the presented summary
on a ﬁve-point scale. Moreover, we have chosen an expert group of ﬁve students who have been presented both
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Figure 2: Summarizer widget in the system ALEF: expert users evaluate summary variants by their
comparison; they can switch between one and two-column view (1) and choose which variant is better
or whether they are equal (2).
annotations rater which we have also experimentally evaluated (the former not presented in the paper).

50%
40%

Possible future work is in automatic setting of the combination parameters. We can interpret these paramters as a
measure of conﬁdence in the speciﬁc raters and determine
them dynamically based on the reliability of their sources
of information or the category of the summarized document. For this purpose, diﬀerent machine learning methods, such as decision trees or Bayesian networks might be
employed.

30%
20%
10%
0%
A

B

C

Figure 3: Comparison of summary variants:
A means that summary considering annotations
has been evaluated as better; B that generic variant has been evaluated as better and C that they
has been evaluated as equal.
variants (summarization considering annotations as well
as generic variant) in random order to decide which variant is better or whether they are equal.
The results of our experiment suggest that considering the
annotations in the summarization process leads to better
summaries compared to the generic variant (see Figure 3).
Students – experts have evaluated the variant considering
the annotations as better in 48% of the cases opposed to
only 24% when they have evaluated as worse. The relatively higher percentage of cases when the variants have
been evaluated as equal (29%) has been probably caused
by the fact that not every document has been annotated
(highlighted) by the users. The summarization considering annotations has also gained higher average score than
the generic variant based on the ﬁve-point user rating.

5. Conclusions
Our proposed method of personalized summarization based on a combination of diﬀerent raters allows us to consider various parameters or context of the summarization.
The contribution lies also in the design of the speciﬁc
raters, mainly the relevant domain terms rater and the
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Abstract
Knowledge tags provide new layer of a lightweight semantics over the Web content, in which computer systems and
the Web users share their knowledge about tagged content. To allow this type of collaboration, tags’ data must
be stored in form which is understandable for computer
systems and provides flexible and fast access for these systems. The next issue is dynamic character of the Web,
whose content changes in time. These changes can invalidate knowledge tags, their parts or anchoring in tagged
content. In this paper we present basic ideas of automatized knowledge tags maintenance and our approach for
knowledge tags repository.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
E.2 [Data Storage Representations]: Object Representation; H.2.4 [Database Management]: Systems—
distributed databases, query processing

Keywords
knowledge tags, lightweight semantics, Open Annotation
model, SPARQL, MapReduce

1. Introduction
Computer systems need Semantics in the Web for fulfilling their roles, e.g. for recommending. For this reason,
they process documents (i.e. textual files of different type
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and structure) on the Web and assign knowledge tags,
short metadata (e.g., identified keywords) to their parts
[12]. By sharing of these knowledge tags, new layer of the
lightweight semantics over the Web can be created collaboratively. But systems currently store these metadata to
their private repositories in forms that are understandable
only for them, so other systems could not use these metadata and they have to do this work redundantly. This
inspired us to propose method for knowledge tags maintenance, which allows systems to share their metadata.
To propose this method, we negotiate with two sources of
complications:
• Dynamicity of the Web – the Web content is not
stable. The Web documents arise, are deleted and
what is a cause of the most of problems, they are
changed without a notice. These changes in tagged
documents invalidate anchored knowledge tags that
have to be modified or deleted.
• The repository – knowledge tags repository has to
store a large amount of knowledge tags in flexible
open format which has to be generally understandable for computer systems and the repository has
to still provide fast parallel access for a numbers of
computer systems.
The main contribution of this paper is a proposition of a
repository and a method, how to store knowledge tags in
it. But to understand of requirements for the repository,
we also present basics of our automatic knowledge tags
maintenance approach, how it works with repository and
our presumptions, how third part systems will create and
use knowledge tags.

2. Related Work
Dynamicity of the Web affects both knowledge tags’ content and anchoring. The knowledge tags’ content maintenance is the most complicated task, because this part
of a maintenance requires an understanding of knowledge
tags’ content and their meaning. Only after the understanding, changes in the Web content can be reflected
to knowledge tags’ content, e.g. a correction of a typing
mistake in a phrase on a web-page has to be reflected
to a knowledge tag with keywords by updating of a keyword with the corrected phrase. Because of the knowledge tags’ content maintenance complexity, it is often performed only in its the simplest form, in which all knowledge tags (i.e. annotations or metadata) are anchored to
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specific version of a document and after updating of the
document, all anchored knowledge tags are removed or
invalidated in new versions of the document [10].

annotation model, which allows systems to store and share
their annotations in unified form. Annotations in the
model consist of objects of three main types:

Knowledge tags’ anchoring maintenance is obviously based
on a choice of a suitable robust anchoring, which can
autonomously (without necessity of original version of
tagged documents) react on tagged document modifications of one of tree degrees [9]:

• oac:Body – represents an annotation’s content, metadata that are stored in an annotation;
• oac:Target – represents an annotated document. An
annotation can contain multiple targets;
• oac:Constraint – constrains an annotation’s body or
target to their parts. A constraint on a body defines
a part of the body which is the real body of the annotation (e.g., a part of a web page in linking annotations). A target constraint specifies concrete part
of the target, to which an annotation is anchored.

• Without influence – a document was edited after the
knowledge tag’s position;
• Simple shift of a knowledge tag – a document was
edited before the knowledge tag’s position;
• Complex modification – a document was edited at
the knowledge tag’s position. This type of modifications has straight influence to both the anchoring
and also the knowledge tag’s content. In this case it
is necessary to make decision if we can update the
anchoring or the knowledge tag was orphaned (we
could not assign new position of the knowledge tag
in tagged document) and also how the knowledge
tag’s content has to be updated.

3.

Knowledge Tags Repository

A core element of the knowledge tags maintenance approach is the knowledge tags repository, which straightly
influences usability and a performance of the method. Additionally, the knowledge tags repository can be widely usable only if it implements flexible and generally acceptable
knowledge tags model and provides effective and powerful
access to non-trivial amount of stored knowledge tags.

The initiative of uniform robust anchoring method has
been started up by Phelps and Wilensky that define basic criteria of anchoring robustness that are mainly focused on anchoring simplicity and its automatic correction from new version of document without necessity of
a document’s change-set [7]. They also proposed their
own anchoring based on SGDOM (simple, general document object model), which describes tree structure of
textual documents. Logical parts of document have their
own identifiers in a SGDOM description, what Phelps
and Wilensky utilize and propose three descriptors of an
anchoring that are tolerant to a different complexity of
changes in tagged document on the expense of computational complexity:

We propose knowledge tags repository which stores knowledge tags in existing Open Annotation model, which is
only in beta version, but it is already used by a numbers
of systems and projects. The model is based on RDF
and it is highly recommended to implement it by RDF
triple databases and to support at least basic access (e.g.,
SPARQL querying) with RDF serialization output. But
after standard use cases of annotation repositories and
specific requirements of the maintenance method analysis
we have found that a manipulation with whole knowledge tags and not only with their parts is main unit of
almost all standard use cases. This is a consequence of
the fact that knowledge tags have a sense only as complete information with knowledge tags’ content and also
their anchoring in tagged documents.

• SGDOM identifier – the simplest descriptor, but not
robust to change in the identifier;

The finding is in disagreement with recommended RDF
triple databases that have good deduction possibilities,
but obtaining of complete information about an object requires processing of several simple queries and each query
can take several seconds in large datasets [9]. To address
this issue, we build efficient RDF-like repository for objects of one type (including types derived from this type,
in our case oac:Annotation) which allows efficient access
to complete objects and also supports basic SPARQL
query processing with performance comparable to classical graph-based RDF stores.

• Path in a SGDOM tree – robust to local modifications that change SGDOM element’s identifier,
but intolerant to more complex modifications that
change structure of SGDOM tree;
• Context – tolerant to more complex changes, but is
not trivially interpretable.
A similar anchoring based on tree structure of documents
is useb by iAnnotate tool [8] which anchors users’ annotations in webpages to DOM objects. The anchoring is
focused on changes in a webpage presentation (e.g., zoom
or change of resolution), to which iAnnotate reacts by obtaining new positions of DOM objects. iAnnotate stores
annotations to relational MySQL store which has good
performance, but is not web-scalable and it requires fixed
annotations format.
Annotea system [4] uses DOM-based anchoring, too, but
it stores annotations in RDF model, which gives great annotations structure flexibility. The model inspired Open
Annotation (OA) Collaboration to propose flexible open

We employ MongoDB which is in a correlation with our
need of an access to whole knowledge tags, while it stores
documents (objects) as one item and not sparse over several tables or collections. This allows fast access to whole
objects without necessity of time expensive joins [11]. In
addition, MongoDB provides efficient data access (loading
and updating) and supports distributed data processing
via MapReduce [3]. On the other hand, it does not provide
support for SPARQL query processing.
MongoDB stores objects as BSON (binary-encoded serialization of JSON) documents and not as sets of RDF
triples that are used by RDF databases, so we map these
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Results of the preliminary performance evaluation of the
repository indicates that proposed repository is more effective than classical RDF triple database four our use
cases. But to the final proof we have to make evaluation with the repository deployed distributed over several
nodes and we have to employ more RDF triple databases,
including in-memory ones (e.g. Trinity or JPregel) that
were not employed in preliminary evaluation, because they
have good performance, but they have some issues with
horizontal scalability and data persistence.

Figure 1: Structure of classes implemented in
the knowledge tags repository. The core class
Annotation represents RDF class oac:Annotation
and stores knowledge tags. It aggregates one instance of Body or ConstrainedBody classes and at
least one instance of Target or ConstrainedTarget
classes. RDFObject class represents general RDF
object. Its instances are employed as constraints.
RDF triples to instances of several specialized classes. In
general we implement five specialized BSON classes for
basic RDF classes (oac:Annotation, oac:Body, oac:Target,
oac:ConstrainedBody, oac:ConstrainedTarget) and a class
for general RDF classes (see Figure 1). The class specialization gives us possibility of more efficient data serialization and simplifies understanding of knowledge tags for
new researchers.
As it is mentioned above, MondoDB supports distributed
data processing via MapReduce and several approaches
to SPARQL query processing via MapReduce [5][6] exists
already, but they work with RDF triples databases and
they are proposed for Apache Hadoop, which has some
differences in processing of Map and Reduce phases. MongoDB additionally provides Finalize function for efficient
finalizing results of reduce function. So we propose our
algorithm for distributed SPARQL query processing [2],
which is optimized for MongoDB and minimizes a count
of necessary join operations to join results of all triple
patterns in the query.

4.

Evaluation and Conclusions

We evaluated proposed repository via a comparison of
knowledge tags repository realisations based on MongoDB
and based on Bigdata RDF triple database powered by
NanoSparqlServer. We selected Bigdata because of its
performance and horizontal scalability, what gives both
realisations possibility to store non-trivial amount of knowledge tags.
We incrementally were loading one hundred of knowledge
tags (each consists 16 RDF triples in OA model) anchored
to one document during the evaluation and we measured
times of a load, a retrieving of one knowledge tag by its
URI, a retrieving URI list of knowledge tags anchored to
a document, a retrieving of knowledge tags anchored to
a document and an execution of simple SPARQL query
with one join attribute. By a comparison of the measured
values we find out that proposed knowledge tags repository is from 400 to 600 times faster than the repository
based on Bigdata in use cases with whole knowledge tags
manipulation. Less important operation, SPARQL query
evaluation, took approximately same time.

The final evaluation will be performed in a domain of
PerConIK (Personalized Conveying of Information and
Knowledge) project which is focused on enterprise application development support by viewing the software system as a web of information artifacts [1]. In the project
several agents collect and process documentations, source
codes, developer blogs, etc. and use knowledge tags for
sharing their knowledge and collaboration activities.
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Abstract
We propose a method to solve a problem of how to assign students into dynamic short-term study groups with
aim to enhance eﬀective collaboration. The method is
able to apply many types of students’ characteristics as
inputs, e.g. interests, knowledge, but also their collaborative characteristics. The design of the proposed method is
inspired by the Group Technology approach. Students in
created groups are able to communicate and collaborate
with several collaborative tools in a collaborative environment which allows us to automatically observe dynamic
aspects of the created groups, especially how students collaborate to achieve their goals. The results of this observation provide a feedback to the proposed method.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.3.1 [Computers and Education]: Computer Uses in
Education—Collaborative learning; H.5.3 [Information
Interfaces and Presentation]: Group and Organization Interfaces—Asynchronous interaction

Keywords

technologies. On the other hand, this trend causes that
users with diﬀerent social context meet during their mutual collaboration. Users have diﬀerent characteristics,
pursue diﬀerent goals and engage in diﬀerent activities to
achieve these goals. Therefore, it is important to actively
support their collaboration during all phases of a lifecycle
of the groups they are assigned to. This task is especially
important during a group’s creation process which can
signiﬁcantly inﬂuence following collaboration.
The problem of group formation is present in many areas where we can inﬂuence users’ assignment to groups.
One of them is domain of Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) where group composition plays
important role during collaborative learning. In addition,
collaborative software is not applied in this domain as intensively as in other Web 2.0 areas (i.e. social networks
or online communities).
Therefore, we propose a method for creating dynamic
study groups with aim to support eﬀective collaboration.
Additionally, we pay appropriate attention to the design
and realization of collaborative environment too.

Groups, Collaboration, Group Technology, Learning

1. Introduction and Related work
Nowadays, we can witness a new trend of collaboration
in small groups. Team work is spreading also due to fast
development of modern information and communication
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Recently, several methods and techniques have been applied to group formation, e.g. particle swarm optimization, ontologies, genetic algorithms or agent based methods. These methods usually use only one source of information about students and do not consider actual context,
i.e. characteristics of the collaboration. Also they assume
that a teacher knows which attributes make collaboration
more eﬀective. However, this still poses an open problem.
We have proposed a classiﬁcation of diﬀerent approaches
to group formation process (see Figure 1) which is based
on study of various methods applied to group formation
problem. Next, we have deﬁned the requirements for
the proposed method which should be fulﬁlled to solve
the identiﬁed problems. The proposed method should
create the groups automatically and without participation of students. The reason of this decision is that students tend to follow existing social relationships and thus
they prohibit the spreading of knowledge in new groups
[3]. Our goal is to create short-term dynamic groups
so the proposed method should be applied repeatedly.
And ﬁnally, the method should have a combination of
characteristics of diﬀerent types of methods for creating groups. It should be focused on numerical representation of data as numerical methods are and consider
feedback from achieved results during collaboration as
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Figure 1: The proposed classiﬁcation of diﬀerent approaches to group formation process.
auction-based methods do [6]. In addition, it should not
be limited to use only one source of information. Actually,
it should be able to use many possible sources of students’
information what is typical for data-drive methods.
We drew our inspiration from the Group Technology approach to propose a method that will satisfy all the deﬁned requirements. According to Selim, et al. Group
Technology (GT) is an approach to manufacturing and
engineering management that helps manage diversity by
capitalizing on underlying similarities in products and activities. One application of the GT approach in manufacturing is the so-called Cellular Manufacturing, which is
concerned with the design of optimal distribution of machines which cooperate on the production of a set of part
families [5]. It is necessary to identify families of similar
parts and machines to solve this problem. This process is
called cell formation. In other words, groups of machines
should be located in close proximity in order to produce a
particular family of similar parts and thus minimize production and transfer time [2].
We identiﬁed three works employing GT approach in
CSCL domain [4, 2, 1]. In contrast to the existing methods for group formation the proposed method considers
its iterative application. This approach allows us to take
into consideration already achieved students’ results and
adjust input parameters to encourage better collaboration
between students.

2. Method for creating dynamic groups
The context of the method consists of two main processes.
Group Formation takes diﬀerent personal or collaborative characteristics as inputs and creates study groups.
Personal characteristics can be a student’s knowledge, interests, or any other personal characteristics (e.g. age,
gender). We can obtain these characteristics from many
sources, such as existing user models, social networks or
questionnaires. Furthermore, characteristics can be collaborative, such as friendships with other students or a
student’s collaborative behavior. Characteristic activities
performed during collaborative task solving can be obtained automatically by analyzing students’ collaborative
behavior. Collaboration allows students of created groups
to participate on task solving via prepared collaborative
tools integrated into the common collaborative platform.

Input data to our method are composed of two matrices: a matrix of related characteristics and a matrix of
assignments of characteristics to students. We consider
two characteristics related if their combination leads to
a positive inﬂuence on collaboration. These input matrices are used in calculation of clusters of learners and
characteristics which is performed in several steps:
1. First of all, three comparison values are deﬁned for
each combination of learner and characteristic.
2. Similarity (SC) and relevance coeﬃcient (RC) are
deﬁned with these three values.
3. Next, Group Compatibility Matrix (GCM) is created by comparison of calculated similarity and relevance coeﬃcient with their minimal thresholds. Algorithm starts with thresholds set to ones and continuously decreases them until a valid GCM matrix
is found. A GCM matrix is valid as soon as each
student has at least one assigned characteristic.
4. Finally, it is necessary to perform clustering on a
GCM matrix with any array-based clustering algorithm. For our purpose Modiﬁed Rank Order Clustering (MODROC) was used.
Output data from our method is a GCM matrix in which
the clusters of the students and the characteristics are
concentrated along the main diagonal (see Figure 2). Assignment of a student to a cluster of characteristics means
that this student has these characteristics or these characteristics should combine with characteristics which are
typical for this student. Particular study groups can be
created with any combination of students from the same
cluster.
We apply our method iteratively which allows us to use
several matrices of related characteristics. Each matrix
can represent diﬀerent requirements how to combine characteristics together, i.e. a matrix of complementary characteristics or a dynamic matrix based on achieved results.
The dynamic matrix of related characteristics can solve
the main problem which is that there is no information
about attributes (in our proposal characteristics’ combinations) which make collaboration eﬀective and success-
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Table 1: Comparison of achieved results during
the second phase of the experiment
Groups created
Avg. evaluation Feedback
By the proposed method 0.459
4.01
By the reference method 0.392
3.55
Randomly
0.422
3.29

Figure 2: An example of clustered GCM matrix
acquired in the ﬁrst phase of evaluation.
ful. After each group ﬁnishes task solving, its collaboration and achieved result is evaluated. Afterwards each
combination between characteristics which are typical for
members of this group will be strengthened according to
the achieved evaluation. Equally the dynamic matrix of
assignment of characteristics to students can be updated
according to the number of performed activities which
contribute to these characteristics.

3. Evaluation and Conclusion
Evaluation of our method for group formation cannot be
accomplished without a collaborative environment where
it can be applied. Therefore we have designed and realized
the collaboration platform called PopCorm (Popular Collaborative Platform) which we have integrated with the
educational system ALEF [7]. PopCorm consists of four
collaborative tools which are suitable for task solving in
CSCL: a text editor, a graphical editor, a categorizer, and
a semi-structured discussion. The categorizer is a special
tool developed for solving diﬀerent types of tasks the solution of which consists of one or more lists (categories).
The semi-structured discussion provides 18 diﬀerent types
of messages (e.g. propose better solution). These diﬀerent message types allow us to automatically identify student’s activities. Recorded activities are used to measure
the collaboration by set of seven metrics designed according to studies in psychology which includes the following
attributes: argumentation and reaching consensus, task
and time management, shared task alignment. In addition, pedagogue can manually add the eighth metric representing the quality of created answer.
We have performed evaluation of our method and the collaboration platform in two phases. Firstly, we carried
out a short-term controlled experiment in February 2012.
The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate preconditions of the proposed method; namely, the precondition
whether activities form natural clusters (behavioral patterns) which inﬂuence collaboration in the positive or on
the contrary in the negative way. The precondition was
conﬁrmed and our method was able to identify three clusters of students and activities at the end of the experiment
(see Figure 2).
The second phase consisted of a long-term experiment
which we carried out during summer term as a part of
education on the course Principles of Software Engineering at the Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava.
Students learned new topics and shared information during lectures or during their individual study by means of
the adaptive web-based educational system ALEF with
integrated PopCorm platform for solving assignments collaboratively.

We have comapared the 8-dimensional evaluation of the
groups created using our method with a reference method
(k-means clustering) and randomly created groups (see
Table 1). Groups created by our method achieved the
most eﬀective and successful collaboration in comparison with the other two types of groups. We have employed ANOVA statistical model to evaluate signiﬁcance
of achieved results. With the computed p-value 0.0048,
the achieved results can be considered as highly signiﬁcant. Additionally, students have provided a higher explicit feedback in these groups.
Our method based on the Group Technology approach
is not limited only to CSCL domain but it can be easily applied in any other domain where dynamic groups
should be created according to diﬀerent user characteristics. We have successfully applied the proposed method
during the experiment in collaborative learning by creating dynamic short-term study groups. Big amount of
valuable data was acquired and its further analyses seem
interesting for group creation research but also for psychological studies of collaborative learning. It would not be
possible to acquire these results without the collaborative
platform PopCorm which provides students the appropriate environment for eﬀective task solving and automatic
identiﬁcation of their activities.
Acknowledgements. This work was partially supported
by the Scientiﬁc Grant Agency of Slovak Republic, grant
No. VG1/0675/11.
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Abstract
Wikipedia has become the most used encyclopaedia in
the world. The English edition itself has around 4 million
articles and there are together more than 280 language
editions of Wikipedia. However there are big differences
in their scope and detail. This difference is an opportunity
to improve the content of the less detailed Wikipedias by
information extracted from the big ones. In this paper we
propose a method for recognition of semantically related
articles based on connections between Wikipedia editions.
We evaluate an implementation of this method using a
MapReduce programming model and a HBase database
system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
E.1 [Data]: Data structures—graphs and networks; H.3.3
[Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval—relevance feedback, search process,
selection process; H.3.4 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Systems and Software—distributed systems

Keywords
recognition, semantic relatedness, Hadoop, HBase

1. Introduction
Wikipedia is a free, web-based, collaborative, multilingual encyclopaedia project. It was launched in 2001 and
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today it is the biggest and most widely used encyclopaedia in existence [6]. We can look at every language edition
of Wikipedia as a network with nodes corresponding to
its articles and links corresponding to the hyperlinks between them. In comparison to classical encyclopaedias
Wikipedia grows all the time. Authors are expected to
follow a set of editorial and structural rules.
Despite Wikipedia having about 280 language editions,
only four editions of Wikipedia have more than one million articles. There are also big differences in their quality
[7]. Articles in different Wikipedias about the same concept are written independently, so they are not just translations from other editions. However it can be still argued,
that all Wikipedia editions are describing the same knowledge. Each article in Wikipedia should describe a single
concept and there should be only one article for each concept. Based on this we could presume, that the network
representing Wikipedia should be the same in all language
editions and it should differ only in its completeness. Relations between concepts should be consistent as well.
This is not the case in practice, because smaller
Wikipedias describe in one article more concepts than
there are identified in bigger Wikipedias and even in big
Wikipedias authors are often not consistent in the way
they write about some topics. This is partly caused by
natural evolution of articles but also by differences in editorial rules. Despite these discrepancies it might be possible to enhance smaller Wikipedias, but also big ones,
solely by comparing network structure of language editions. Small Wikipedias do not have only small number
of articles, but in general they are also of lower quality.
Their articles are in comparison with English edition of
Wikipedia shorter, less structured, not linked to all relevant articles and they are often not assigned to proper
categories.
It is very hard to work directly with the whole Wikipedia
because of its scale. For this reason we use a MapReduce
programming model introduced by Google, which enables
us to work with a large data set on a cluster of computers
without the need to go into details of distributed computing. We store the working data and results in a highly
scalable database based on a BigTable database system
designed by Google.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we describe Wikipedia and its relevant characteristics. Sec-
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tion 3 contains a description of a proposed method. In
section 4 we describe the implementation of the method.
In section 5 we evaluate a basic version of the method and
in section 6 we give conclusion.

2. Data
Wikipedia consists of many kinds of pages [6]. Articles
are the basic unit of information in Wikipedia. They are
written in form of free text and follow a set of editorial
and structural rules, the most important for us being that
each article describes a single concept, and there is a single
article for each concept. Articles contain links expressing
their relation to other articles.
All Wikipedia editions are available for download to interested users1 . In this paper we use a Slovak edition
as a small Wikipedia that is being enriched and a Danish Wikipedia which serves us as a big edition based on
which additions are being made. We take into consideration only simple articles and hyperlinks between them.

3. Method
A purpose of the proposed method is to recognize semantically related articles of a selected article using interlingual
links between Wikipedia editions and a network structure
of all concerned language editions. We use a premise that
semantically related articles are in the Wikipedia network
direct neighbours much more often than unrelated articles
or articles that are related only in a given context.
The interlingual links are in general correct; however a
certain number of links is imprecise or wrong. Their removal can be formalized as an optimization task based
on graph repair operations as in [3]. This still does not
provide certainty that all incorrect interlingual links are
removed nor does it solve the problem of missing links.
The incorrect links are only a small subset of all links;
therefore we choose to ignore them. We also do not try to
interconnect articles which have no interlingual connection to the other used language editions at all. In case
of articles that have the interlingual link at least in one
direction we are able to add the link in the opposite direction with a sufficient confidence that we are not adding
more mistakes.
The recognition itself can be divided into 2 phases. In the
first phase we recognize candidate articles for addition.
In the simple form of the method we enrich one language
edition by information from the second edition. To do
this we use a following algorithm:
1. We pick an article a1 in Wikipedia W1 which is to
be enriched.
2. Using its interlingual link we find a2 which is a counterpart of a1 in W2 .
3. We find articles A2 = {a21 , a22 , a23 , . . .} from W2
that are in the surrounding of a2 .
4. Using the interlingual links we find articles A1 =
{a11 , a12 , a13 , . . .} which are counterparts of A2 articles in W1 .
1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Database down
load

5. We find articles A01 = {a11 , a14 , . . .} from W1 which
have an incoming link from a1 .
6. We recognize articles R = {a12 , a13 } by taking a
relative complement of A01 in A1 (R = A1 \A01 ).
In this algorithm we enrich the article a1 in the Wikipedia
edition W1 using articles found in the second Wikipedia
edition W2 . The surrounding in the step 3 can by chosen in many ways. In this paper we focus on the simplest approach taking into account only outgoing links,
i.e. directed links based on hyperlinks leaving the chosen
article. We can extend this method by using also incoming links. This would inevitably cause that we recognize
more candidate articles. Alternatively we can use also different approaches, e.g. choosing only some neighbouring
articles based on the position of the hyperlink in the text
(the first paragraph, infoboxes, etc.) or choosing also articles that are not direct neighbours of the enriched article
based on some metric. This method needs to be picked
with care, because it is the costliest part of the algorithm
as it requires a fetch operation for every considered node.
Figure 1: Example of link recognition.

If we cannot find the interlingual link in the step 2, the
whole algorithm fails. In the step 4 we get one less candidate article for each missing interlingual link. See Figure 1
for an example of links that could be added. The dashdotted link from D to δ is an example of interlingual link
that can be fixed. The described algorithm allows us to
add a link from α to β. We are not able to recognize
the connection between α and γ because of the missing
interlingual link. We would need more complex method
to evaluate a relation of α to ζ.
In the second phase of the recognition we order the candidate articles and select the desired number of them as a
final result. The ordering can be based on various metrics.
One option is to order the articles by the number of articles referencing them, i.e. the number of incoming links.
This method can be further divided based on whether we
consider duplicate incoming links to be just one reference
and or multiple references. The next viable metric is a
local PageRank [2]. We need only a simple version of this
algorithm as we do not need to compare results globally,
because we use it to make only a local decision. There
is therefore no need for elaborate estimation of boundary
node values and normalization. Another option is to order the candidate articles by their semantic relatedness
with the enriched article. We can achieve this by using
Gabrilovich’s and Markovitch’s Explicit Semantic Analysis devised specifically for Wikipedia [5]. These orderings
can be also combined by assigning them a weight according to their importance.
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Table 1: Evaluated terms with the number of added links and the achieved precision.
Article
Links added Precision Article Links added Precision
Velvet Revolution
2
100.00%
Cat
4
25.00%
American Civil War
76
22.37%
Mars
25
24.00%
Angela Merkel
17
35.29%
Lilium
6
66.67%
Milan Rastislav Štefánik
4
75.00%
Berlin
65
27.69%
Philosophy
27
96.30%
Google
10
60.00%
Thirty Years’ War
41
36.59%
Poprad
1
100.00%
Søren Kierkegaard
27
59.26%
Lynx
9
88.89%
Hans Christian Andersen
21
33.33%
Sun
101
25.74%
Informatics
2
50.00%
Aarhus
35
14.29%
Mathematics
21
95.24%
Oak
3
100.00%

The number of articles selected into the result can be
given, it may depend on some metric representing the
reliability of selection (e.g. achieved relatedness) or it
can be all of the candidate articles.

4. Implementation
We implemented a basic version of the described method
using a Hadoop software framework implementing the
MapReduce programming model and an HBase database
system implementing the BigTable storage system.
MapReduce is used for a work with large data sets. Tasks
are specified by a map function that processes key/value
pairs into intermediate key/value pairs and a reduce function that merges and processes all intermediate pairs with
the same key [4]. A BigTable storage system is a sparse,
distributed, persistent multidimensional sorted map indexed by a row key, column key, and a timestamp [1].
The proposed method can be divided into 3 stages described in this section. In each stage we are executing a
one type of the Hadoop job. When working with two languages we need to execute the job in the first stage two
times and job in the other two stages once.

4.1

Data processing

A purpose of this stage is to transfer all relevant data from
the input Wikipedia XML file to the HBase database.
Data are processed with a MapReduce job which is run
once for every language edition. The nodes from the XML
file containing articles are the input of these jobs. We
process only simple articles in the map function; all other
categories of pages are ignored. All articles are given a
unique identifier consisting of the language code and the
title, e.g. ”sk:Bratislava”. This naming convention ensures that all the articles from one Wikipedia are grouped
together in HBase. We also store a list of all outgoing links
and chosen language editions. A key/value pair is emitted
for every outgoing links in which the target identifier of
the link is the key and the value is the processed article
identifier. This allows us to build a reverse index in the
reduce step. We store a list of incoming articles which
also allows us to compute how many times the article is
referred to.

4.2

Interconnection

A purpose of this stage is to ensure consistency of interlingual links, i.e. make sure that if we have a link in one
direction, then there is some connection also in the other
direction. It does not necessarily need to be a connection to the same article, because the mapping between
language editions is not unambiguous. All articles in the
database are used as an input of the map function. The

function first emits the identifier of the article as a key
and a marked list of all interlingual links. Afterwards
a key/value pair is emitted for every interlingual link in
which the target of the interlingual links is the key and
the value is the identifier of the processed article. In the
reduce function we add all values that are not already
present to the marked list. If there are any changes then
the list is updated in the database.

4.3

Recognition

In the recognition stage we use only map function. All
articles from the enriched language edition are used as an
input. We apply the method described in section 3. We
can use more versions of this method in one MapReduce
job to effectively evaluate more approaches. The efficiency
gain comes from the fact that the articles are read only
once from the database and the ordering method can be
used multiple times with one search for the candidate articles. The results must be stored in distinct columns when
using more methods at once.

5.

Evaluation

We evaluated the method by trying to enrich a Slovak
edition of Wikipedia by using the Danish Wikipedia as a
big edition. The XML file with the Slovak Wikipedia
has 581 991 854 bytes and the Danish Wikipedia has
714 994 390 bytes. In the data processing stage of the Slovak edition the map function processed 2 246 062 key/value
pairs and emitted 33 158 098 pairs which were merged
into 630 187 pairs to be processed in the reduce function. There were 3 553 609 key/value pairs processed and
47 743 944 pairs emitted which were merged into 773 298
pairs to be processed in the reduce function when processing the Danish Wikipedia. There are 27 893 interlingual
links between Slovak and Danish editions of Wikipedia.
In the recognition stage we decided to apply no ordering
and evaluate all results. We chose 20 terms from various encyclopaedic topics to evaluate precision of the algorithm. First, we evaluate precision for each of these
terms. We do this by deciding how many of the added
links are a meaningful addition to the article. We require
these links to have some meaning even without the context in which they are used in the bigger edition to be
accepted as a usable addition, e.g. we do not accept Virginia as a worthwhile addition to the American Civil War
even though the war was fought there. An example of a
good addition is Statistics or Integer to the article Mathematics or Battle of Berlin or Prussia to the article Berlin.
We also do not take into consideration all links to dates,
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years, decades, centuries and millennia because they are
added very often and without the context they provide
very little value and it is easy to reliably algorithmically
filter them.
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